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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to explore lesbian television narratives that shape popular
discourse. My goal is to find and expose the implications of monolithic expressions of queerness
through both queer and heteronormative presenting television narratives. This exploration of the
queer narrative voice addresses three distinct movements of cultural production: the proclaimed
self-represented queer television narrative, the connotatively queer heterocentric television
narrative, and the queer narrative produced in fan-based literature. For concision, I focus on the
popular television dramas The L Word and Rizzoli & Isles, as well as the fan works produced for
the latter. Through the lens of these narratives, I explore the policing of lesbian cultural
expression through narrative voice and the cultural implications of overarchingly monolithic
narratives.
Using a combination of queer, feminist, and glitch theories I discuss the multi-faceted
systems of oppression that dictate queer narratives in mass media. Acknowledging Michel
Foucault’s concept of heterotopia, the following analysis establishes narrative space as a
constantly contested landscape, socially constructed by the privileged producer. With the digital
humanities concept of cultural glitch, I explore the solicitous Hollywood tactic of queerbaiting
television narratives and the benefits of self-representation through fan production. Such
exploration of the policed narrative leads to my analysis of the social implication of distorting
representations of queer life and actionable resolutions for the queer consumer.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction: Dismantling the Single Story
The Power of Narrative
The power of narrative is multi-faceted. For readers, narratives construct cultural
meanings and perspectives regarding not only their own cultures but also their surrounding
communities— communities to which they may have limited access. In other words, narrative
acts as a manual for the construction of self and the world outside oneself; it acts as therapy for
individuals who empathize with the trials and tribulations of the characters presented and as a
guide for traversing the divergent masses. Safe behind the fourth wall, readers may explore the
conflicts and resolutions that mirror their circumstances. Culturally, consumers are able to
imagine alternative life paths and futures through the eyes of characters who embody their ideals,
experiences, and desires. What, then, is the ramification for groups that are commonly erased
from such narrative, or misrepresented in them? What happens to the individual who is entirely
missing from popular narratives? Or the person who is represented as Other[1] by a dominant
majority—as an outsider in their own story? In her speech “The Danger of a Single
Story,” Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie famously said:
I've always felt that it is impossible to engage properly with a place or a person without
engaging with all of the stories of that place and that person. The consequence of the
single story is this: It robs people of dignity. It makes our recognition of our equal
humanity difficult. It emphasizes how we are different rather than how we are similar.
Adichie’s point is that telling the stories of others disenfranchises the individual and by extension
the community. Telling one’s story under the guise that it speaks for the experiences of an entire
community removes the individual perspective. My project builds on this very idea, making it
1

specific to queer narratives and queer women. In this project, I unravel the single story of queer
women perpetuated by United States popular television through the 1990s and early 2000s.
Adichie's single story conceptualizes limited representation and depiction of diverse populations
in popular narrative. I am speaking of stereotypes, misinterpretations, and misrepresentations of
lesbians in fictional television shows. I explore how the monolithic queer aesthetic ideal
perpetuated on the small screen has shaped queer culture.
Adichie’s story resonates with my experience of growing up as a child shaped by
television of the 1990s and 2000s; her point, and mine, is that the individual neglected by
majority narrative is left wanting and inevitably ascribes distorted perceptions of reality to
themselves. As an author, Adichie wrote characters who rarely enjoyed warm weather, who
played in the snow, who ate mangoes and drank ginger beer— experiences she would not have,
growing up in Nigeria. Her reflections make apparent the consequences of consuming narratives
that do not represent the reader's culture. Adichie's point is that the divergent reader is left
constantly yearning: they search for something that was never available. The readers seek an
imagined reality, happiness elsewhere. Adichie sums up such divergent desire when she remarks
on the lasting effect of such entrenched narratives: "…for many years afterward, I would have a
desperate desire to taste ginger beer" (Adichie). My point, in this thesis, is that Adichie's
reflections on the "single story" are not contained to one young woman growing up in Nigeria.
Other overlooked groups, as they formed identities and searched for selves, looked to the power
of narrative. Specifically, I will consider the lesbian television viewer of the late 1990s and early
2000s. In a similar manner, the lesbian subject is bound, in her desire, by the narratives
accessible to her. Without proper representation, the viewer is left to ascribe the cultural
aesthetics of individuals far removed from her own experience. As a child of the nineties and
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2000s, who experienced this very dynamic, I intend to pick apart television rhetoric that shaped
my own understanding of sexuality and the internalized lesbian aesthetics presented.
It is important that I reiterate, I am relating silence and disruption of mass media to
television narrative because television plays such a large role in popular discourse for young
minds of the 1990s and 2000s. I intentionally place queer television narratives in the broader
context of mass and popular media because of television’s overarching presence in American
lives. Television in the nineties was a major site of cultural construction for Americans. The
internet’s social spaces, founded in the mid-nineties, were still limited and inaccessible to many.
Similarly, news media was either ignoring queer concerns altogether or enraptured in a war
against gay male bodies as a result of the AIDS epidemic. It is in this climate that my generation
was formed: like Adichie, I found myself starved for representation; I ascribed misfitting lesbian
aesthetics based on the one form of media easily accessible from the safety of my living room.
Television narrative shaped the perceptions of my generation in America because of its
accessibility; the thesis I present explores how fictional television narratives bled into a
generation’s perception of reality.
A Brief History of the Queer Narrative in Popular Media
Disparaged Lesbian Identity in U.S. Television
Lesbian narratives were limited in television programming of the 1990s; derogatory and
periphery lesbian narratives perpetuated a distorted perception of queer-identified women for
American viewers. Queer tokenism in television became more popular in the nineties on the back
of AIDS activism; however, lesbian protagonists were limited to supporting roles or connotative
queerness. Before Ellen DeGeneres' character came out in the ABC sitcom Ellen, there is no
recorded instance of a lesbian-identified (lead) protagonist on primetime United States television
3

(Junger). Before this groundbreaking historical event, lesbian characters in American television
were relegated to side characters, one or two-episode plotlines, or the butt of the joke in
predominantly heteronormative narratives. Shows such as Friends, Roseanne, and Dharma &
Gregg turned lesbian characters into caricatures on the periphery of popular discourse through
television narrative of the 1990s. Showrunners depicted lesbian subjects as predatory women
who steal straight-identified women from their husbands, aggressive masculine lesbians who
antagonize and disrupt the lives of heterocentric protagonists, and/or angry feminists who hate
the opposite sex. The derogatory, derisive, and exclusionary nature of these narratives resulted in
an erasure of realistic lesbian-identified bodies in representative lesbian fictional television
programming. The few images offered up by mainstream narratives skewed the perception of
lesbian communities and labeled lesbian problems as resolutely insignificant and disconnected
from the popular majority. Any pushback or attempt to bring the queer body into the fold was
met with dismissive rejection— the fate of ABC's Ellen is a prime example.
Before Ellen
Lesbian narratives on television began to proliferate in the 1990s; for example, the titular
character of the hit series Roseanne (Roseanna Barr) shares a homoromantic kiss with a selfidentified lesbian character, guest star Mariel Hemingway (Sharon). The Roseanne primary
lesbian story arc episode, "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" (1994), was slapped with a parental advisory;
at least one ad company requested their commercial not be used during the timeslot (Lowry).
Before airing the episode producers were warned against showing it by the network;
showrunners had to threaten to take the show to another network before they were given the
green light (Lowry). The episode received pushback from the network (ABC) and financial
backers but the heterocentric show survived the fallout, unlike the ABC sitcom Ellen. The
4

struggle to present the lesbian narrative in “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” set the stage for the coming
controversy in the later produced Ellen plot.
Lesbian narratives on television before Ellen are commonly heterocentric; this can be
demonstrated by the actual screenwriting produced for the “queer-positive” Roseanne episode. In
late seasons Roseanne was queer-positive but the lesbian narrative was periphery, momentary
queer plotlines like the aforementioned sitcoms of the era. The Roseanne episode "Don't Ask,
Don't Tell" depicted Sharon kissing the straight-identified Roseanne Connor without her consent;
the plot leading up to this moment framed Roseanne as an LGBT-ally but upon reflection of the
incident Roseanne concludes that she may not be as open as she thought. After the incident,
Roseanne reasserts her sexuality as she screams to her sister, “I AM NOT GAY!”. She has
exuberantly performative sex with her husband Dan, which leads to a post-coital conversation:
Roseanne describes the lesbian encounter to him, and the entire scene becomes a maleobjectified lesbian sex fantasy (“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”). Heterocentric appeal resolutely
transforms the queer moment for viewers. The character Roseanne is a straight-identified woman
and that did not change in the aftermath; the character rebuffs homoromantic advances and
explains away her divergence. Through all of the lesbian-friendly rhetoric of the show, the
character was always an observer— and outsider looking in. This is the sort of non-queer lesbian
representation that continues to spread distorted perceptions of lesbian cultures and communities.
The storyline cast the lesbian space as unsettling and the lesbian subjects as predatory.
Ellen
Although there were shows already in the popular television United States landscape that
addressed lesbian life, Ellen transformed the lesbian image in front of “42 million viewers”
(Bendix). Ellen (1994) is a popular situation comedy that concluded its five-season run in the
5

summer of 1998. The difference between Ellen and television lesbian narratives that came before
it is that the titular character self-identified as a lesbian—her queer-positive message came from
an insider's perspective of the character's struggle with sexuality. The narrative transformation
was met with a great deal of controversy that reiterated the social and economic ramifications of
presenting a queer-positive centered narrative. In its inception, Ellen centered around the life of
Ellen Morgan (DeGeneres), the perpetually single owner of a small bookstore. Ellen’s inability
to form attachments with members of the opposite sex was a running theme and source of
hilarity for the hit sitcom. The character’s self-identified heterosexuality saved the show
from heterocentric criticism in the early years. However, in season four, Ellen began to question
her sexuality and eventually came to the realization that she preferred women—a plot twist
established in episode 422, “The Puppy Episode.” The article aptly titled “Backlash” by
NewNowNext journalist Trish Bendix effectively sums up the discursive repercussions of the
coming-out narrative depicted on the show:
The episode was boycotted by JCPenney and Chrysler, who pulled their ads rather than
be associated with such a polarizing moment in television history… A group calling itself
Media Research ran a full-page ad in Variety, proclaiming that ABC was “promoting
homosexuality”… The network barely promoted the final season and placed viewer
discretion warnings before each episode, cautioning watchers of "adult content," despite
Ellen's tameness compared to hetero sitcoms like Seinfeld and The Drew Carey Show.
(Bendix)
The aftermath of “The Puppy Episode” made clear that heterocentric viewers did not welcome
centerstage lesbian narratives in this medium. Derisive commentary for the show’s explicit
homosexual turn resulted in less than stellar viewer ratings in the final season because of the
6

protagonist’s explicit lesbian narrative; ABC President Robert Iger presented a convoluted
statement regarding the show’s downfall. In the same breath, Iger asserted that the show was not
failing because of the sexuality of the character but because her sexuality was a constant
presence that overshadowed the narrative: it "'became a program about a lead character who was
gay every single week, and I just think that was too much for people'" (Bendix). Public discourse
in the form of discretion warnings, news media articles and interviews, and negative program
reviews surrounded the groundbreaking moment. The network lost funding as advertisers left the
network to avoid backlash, ultimately resulting in the ABC executives' decision to cancel the
show prematurely. The fallout from "The Puppy Episode" paints a picture for consumers and
producers alike—lesbian exclusion from the central narrative landscape in network television
was still the status quo for the United States in 1997.
A History of Censorship and Queerbaiting
In this thesis, I will discuss a multi-faceted phenomenon of lesbian narrative disruption in
popular television programming. One narrative device I will explore is queer connotation in film
and television. Queer connotation is a television narrative tactic born from the dissonance
between consumer desire and sociopolitical expectation. Queer connotation in film can be traced
back to the 1930s and the Hays Code— a conservative move by religious organizations to
discourage the normalization of lifestyles considered “degenerate” (Cleghorn). The Motion
Picture Production Code of 1930, better known as the Will Hays’ Hollywood Production Code,
stipulated that films could not explicitly depict “gruesome violence, detailed crime…sexual
assault,” or “sexual perversion” in films produced in the United States (Cleghorn). The Hays
Code restricted queer expression that was previously explicit and accessible in 1920s films such
as Wings (1927), the first to depict a “gay” kiss in American film history (Cleghorn). The
7

rationale of the code in its entirety was to ensure “that all engaged in the making of sound
pictures might have a commonly understandable and commonly acceptable guide in the
maintenance of social and community values in pictures" (Association of Motion Picture
Producers Inc.). Heterocentric assimilation is at the heart of closeting queer expression in
television and film media and the repeal of this enforced code of conduct did not erase the harm
done. The code was finally stripped away in 1968, replaced by the censored rating system we
know today (Mondello). The rating system did not effectively end queer closeting in television
and film narrative; connotative queerness continues to play a role in heterocentric television
programming today. The Hays Code was not the instigator, it was the product of an oppressively
heterocentric public discourse in American society. The rhetoric behind the code prevails beyond
the demise of the one statute. The Ellen example given above demonstrates the likely
consequences of positively and explicitly presenting lesbian lifestyles; oppressive heterocentric
society dictates acceptable queer expression.
A more dubious device of queer disruption in film and television is queerbaiting; baiting
is simply a newer form of oppression, born from the same rhetoric that produced the Hays Code.
Connotative queerness of the Hays Code era was necessary— a result of censorship; but, from
the 1990s to present it has been used as a measured rhetorical device to attract queer consumers
under the guise of inclusivity. Producers struggle between presenting queer-centric narratives to
all viewers or heteronormative narratives that do not represent queer audiences. Hollywood
chooses instead to reach out to the queer viewer connotatively, giving the audience plausible
deniability and protecting the network’s key demographic: the presumed heteronormative
majority. The pressures of fitting into the heterocentrist ideologies of a punitive societal
discourse are perhaps why queer theorist Alexander Doty asserts “connotation has been the
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interpretive and representational presence in the mainstream.” Doty suggests connotation
is crucial to maintaining the status quo and keeping queer bodies subordinate (Making Things
Perfectly Queer xi). Public discourse was and is dictated by warring opinions of what is
culturally acceptable; the majority or presumed majority (usually straight-white-middle classconservative) viewer decides what is produced and what gets airtime in network and cable
television. The contentious rhetoric of the late twentieth century is a result of queer activism,
which spiked in the 1980s and 1990s due to the AIDS crisis that gripped the LGBTQ+
community. The AIDS epidemic, the resultant deaths, and the publicity of queer activism
signified to capitalistic producers an untapped market of consumers—queer consumers were
starved for mass media representation; the disenfranchised community was easily pandered to by
an exploitative television/film industry. Instead of picking a side, producers chose to use the
Hays Code framework and connotatively suggest queerness to the divergent viewer while saving
face with conservative consumers. Queer viewers could easily decode the hints of
homoromanticism and eroticism while conservative viewers could deny any such references as a
stretch of the imagination. As such, the erasure and misrepresentation of a spectrum of
sexualities are reinforced through willed ignorance.
While queer connotation in film may be bred from necessity, I argue that “queerbaiting”
is an exploitative tactic, an intentionally capitalistic endeavor set forth by profiteering producers.
Queerbaiting in place of explicit queer content implies that producers are afraid a significant
number of heterocentric consumers that would object. Queerbaiting is defined by theorist Judith
Fathallah as "a strategy by which writers and networks attempt to gain the attention of queer
viewers via hints, jokes, gestures, and symbolism suggesting a queer relationship between two
characters, and then emphatically denying and laughing off the possibility" (491). Examples of
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these antics can be found in television shows such as Sherlock Holmes, Supernatural, Xena:
Warrior Princess, True Blood, and the subject of my analysis: Rizzoli & Isles. Queerbaiting in
the 1990s was indicative of the sociopolitical climate of the times; in the modern social climate
of the 2000s and 2010s, though, the tactic is antiquated. When producers queerbait there is an
underlying notion: producers assume that potential profits by including queer narratives would
not match or exceed profits lost by disgruntled viewers. For example, although ratings and
reviews tanked after “The Puppy Episode,” viewership after it aired was high and the show won
both an Emmy and Peabody Award prior to cancellation (Bendix). The network feared the bad
press, but Ellen DeGeneres went on to be a beloved household name as an actress, comedian,
and talk show host. DeGeneres starred in the children’s film Finding Nemo in 2003, the same
year she filled arenas for her stand-up special Here and Now and entered the home of millions of
Americans for eighteen consecutive seasons as a popular daytime talk show host. Less than five
years after the sitcom was canceled, Ellen not only weathered the storm of heterocentric
oppression but also built her name as a modern lesbian icon. Queerbaiting is still utilized nearly
twenty years later; these quasi-queer shows run concurrent with a plethora of explicitly queer
popular film and television narratives, despite the rhetorical implications of progress such as
DeGeneres' well-documented success. The television narrative landscape has progressed to
include queer-positive shows like Love, Victor, The Politician, Pose, One Day at a Time, and
many more. In the modern American cultural context, intentional queerbaiting is regressive and
predatory. Hiding queer narratives behind heterocentric ideals should no longer be palatable to
queer viewers with so many queer-inclusive programs and networks thriving in current viewer
demographics. How and why do these narratives still exist?
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Queerbaiting and connotation in modern times is a "bait and switch" capitalistic endeavor
that intentionally rides the sociopolitical fence of an ongoing culture war between conservative
and progressive Americans. Doty's argument—that connotation maintains the status quo—
highlights producers' preference to stay the course rather than upset the established heterocentric
consumer majority, a sentiment corroborated by Juan-José Sánchez-Soriano and Leonarda
García-Jiménez who situate queerbaiting tactics in modern Hollywood blockbusters. In the
article "The Media Construction of LGBT+ Characters in Hollywood Blockbuster Movies" they
discuss queerbaiting in terms of the sociopolitical climate of the 2010s, referencing Disney
feature films such as Black Panther, Jurassic World: The Last Fallen Kingdom, and Star Wars:
The Last Jedi. They found that although these films advertised as “gay-friendly,” the queerness is
connotative, but the films are ultimately heteronormative. Soriano and Jiménez conclude,
"Despite advertising the inclusion of LGBT+ characters during the promotional campaign, these
feature films are framed in heteronormative logic and eliminate explicit references to sexual
diversity to avoid possible economic losses" (95). Modern-day household brand television and
film producers are having their cake and eating it too; as long as they maintain plausible
deniability, they can continue to play both sides. They hint at inclusivity while never making
good on the promise, allowing them to sustain paying customers on either side of the fence. In a
time when sociopolitical tension is raging between polar opposite liberal and conservative
American ideologies, networks profit from every one.
False Representation in Popular Queer Narratives
In conversation with Adichie's concept of the single-story, in this thesis, I explore false
queer representation through popularized queer narratives. Queer narratives such as Queer as
Folk, Will & Grace, The L Word, and other more explicit queer stories began to appear more
11

frequently on television in the late 1990s and 2000s. Here I will present such narratives as
monolithic depictions of queer culture, centered around white, urban, middle-class ideals— a
“single story” of positive queer life in America. Will Truman of Will & Grace, for example, is a
cisgender upper-middle-class white man. His relationship with Grace gives him the ability to
pass in heterocentric social circles. He is financially and socially rewarded for his ability to pass
while Jack MacFarland, Will's gender non-conforming best friend, is penalized and
discriminated against for his deviance from a heteronormative acceptable queer performance.
Access to urban space in addition to Will's money, whiteness, cisgender male presentation allows
him to live his muted queer life peaceably. What Will & Grace and these other mass mediaproduced narratives have in common is they are created by showrunners that predominantly fit
into an exclusive pool of producers, constructed by the same systemically oppressive industry
that refused these stories not so long ago. The narrative is therefore policed by privileged
producers— producers who fit into the socioeconomic, racialized, cisgender, metropolitan space
of the constructed narrative— such as Will & Grace creators David Kohan and Max Mutchnick.
While the proliferation of these sorts of narratives and their entrance into the mainstream may be
seen as a positive shift in queer representation, modern television narratives such as Netflix's
Orange is the New Black and Feel Good or FX's Pose serve as useful counterexamples, ones that
contextualize the current cultural movement away from earlier monolithic queer ideals. Even
amid that supposed progress, however, we should note that the stories allowed into the
mainstream are still policed by multiple forms of sociopolitical discourse. Stories produced for
the public still must be digestible by dominant consumer demographics.
The perception of the producer bleeds into the narrative: any story can only ever be told
through the worldview of the author. Producers’ socioeconomic status, urbanity, race, and
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cultural experience are presented through their similarly privileged protagonists. The first wave
narratives listed above are produced by white men and women (David Kohan, Max Mutchnik,
Ron Cowen, Daniel Lipman, Ilene Chaiken, etc.). These showrunners produce in the
economically privileged and socially elite circles of New York and Hollywood. The result is a
depiction of queer life centered around a white, upper-class, urban, and heteronormatively binary
aesthetic ideal. As Adichie stipulates, this narrowed viewpoint of mainstream narrative voices
depicts a dangerous single story. It discounts the wide array of queer-identified individuals' lived
experiences. The power to represent a diverse community that is not reflected in the producer
pool leads to multi-faceted misrepresentation. The divergent consumer is still left wanting selfrepresentation. The consumer is instead policed by a socially constructed queer culture, left out
of the accepted queer space, and misinterpreted or stereotyped by a still heterocentric society.
Fan Production and Self-Representation
The benefits of self-representation are analyzed in this thesis using fan production in my
final chapter. Fanfiction is one form of active defiance against the single-story lesbian narrative
presented in 1990s and 2000s United States television. I recognize other mediums transpose
queerbaiting and misrepresentation in popular narratives. However, I focus on fan production to
analyze how self-representation shifts public discourse toward a queer-positive future. Unlike
consumerist-driven mass media, the internet and self-publication have the potential for a truly
self-representative queer narrative. Advances in communication result in global networks of
producers and consumers free from localized punitive social discourses. In social media, queeridentified individuals can quickly and effectively communicate their desires without the
strictures of traditional mass production. Using web-based open forums, queer audiences and
producers form social networks with like-minded individuals to create new inclusive queer
13

discourses. The advantage of these self-regulated queer spaces is that the individual is not
hampered by the watchful eye of the oppressor. Internet life offers a network of social support,
anonymity to the user, and an innumerable range of content-specific forums. Within online
communities, consumers may find more representative narratives, instead of consequently
tailoring their sexual expression and/or gender performance to the limited number of
commercialized queer identities. The reader is also not restricted to the role of the consumer: the
tools to become the producer are readily available. The disadvantage of the self-regulated queer
community, however, is the alternately oppressive influence of the queer majority present on
many online platforms—a white, culturally exclusive, cisgender queer majority. The potential for
true self-representation is there, but progress continues to be dictated by platform user
demographics.
Purpose and Theoretical Lenses
The purpose of this thesis is to explore lesbian television narratives that shape popular
discourse. My goal is to find and expose the implications of monolithic expressions of queerness
through both queer and heteronormative presenting queer television narratives. This exploration
of the queer narrative voice addresses three distinct movements of cultural production: in
Chapter Two, the proclaimed self-represented queer narrative, and, in Chapter Three, the
connotatively queer heterocentric narrative and the fan-produced queer narrative. For concision,
I will focus on the popular television dramas The L Word and Rizzoli & Isles. The former
presents as a self-representative queer narrative, the latter a heteronormative narrative that denies
its solicitous queer overtones. Through the lens of these two narratives, I will explore the
policing of lesbian cultural expression through narrative voice and the cultural implications of
overarchingly monolithic narratives.
14

Using a combination of queer, feminist, and glitch theories I discuss the multi-faceted
systems of oppression that police these queer narratives in mass media. Acknowledging
Foucault's concept of heterotopia, the following analysis establishes narrative space as a
constantly contested landscape, socially constructed by the privileged producer. Such exploration
of the policed narrative leads to an analysis of the social implication of erasure. In Chapter Two,
I discuss policed narrative space in terms of the queer utopia— an aesthetic ideal of what it
means to be queer and who is accepted in socially constructed queer spaces. I consider questions
such as how does a monolithic queer ideal affect the divergent active reader? How does
misrepresentation lead to social dissonance? I borrow Toni Morrison’s concept of home to
discuss the ramifications of a commercialized queer ideal, constructed strictly in the urban space.
In Chapter Two, I explore the reclamation of the queer narrative from policed heterocentric
stories. I ask how capitalistic queer pandering signifies disparity between assumed key
demographic, authorial intent, and active reader. I analyze the ways Hollywood’s queerbaiting
politics leads to the disillusionment of traditional media production. Self-production is
conceptualized as a revision to a cultural glitch; I argue fan fiction is a response to an oppressive
heterocentric system of production. My analysis of self-regulated fan production leads to an
examination of the consumer transition to open-source fan production. Using Rosa Menkman
and Legacy Russell's positively connotated concept of the glitch, I establish fan production as
socially conscious glitch art, ending with the potential for further deviation from oppressive
social discourses.
Beyond exploring the transition and transformation of narrative queer spaces, I ask what
precipitated the transformation of the queer narrative? Who is left out of the mainstream? How
do we rectify continued negligence? What future does technological advancement promise queer
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narrative expression? The "single story" queer narrative is antiquated yet dictates cultural
expression in the queer community. If you repeat a story enough times and present it as truth, the
fiction becomes history— the queer imaginary becomes a rulebook instead of a safe space. I
intend to peel back the layers of oppressive fiction in our narrative history, dismantle the
"reality" of queer culture, and find the individual trapped in heterotopic queer spaces.
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CHAPTER TWO
They Told Me to Come: An Analysis of the Lesbian Mecca as a Quasi-Queer Heterotopic Space
in Showtime’s The L Word
…I mean honestly think about how educational this is going to be for people who don’t
know anything about people like you …I’m just simply trying to gain some insight here
alright? I’m just simply trying to gain some insight, some unique perspective for us guys
who don’t understand something we haven’t heard from anyone else before.
—Mark, “Labyrinth,” The L Word
Even amid a contemporary cultural climate in which on-screen fictional narratives meld
with lived experiences, media informs viewer perceptions of "the real world." Regardless of
whether the source is meant to be entirely fictional or intentionally indicative of cultural practice,
consumers internalize lessons learned from television, film, and other sources of media. It is
therefore unsettling that, in this climate of mainstream media as a world-maker, honest and
multi-layered lesbian representation is scarce. The danger of portraying marginalized groups in
mainstream media is the peril of internalizing Adichie's single story.
Fictional television narratives of lesbian communities in popular media are so few and far
between that the stories told serve as monolithic representations, standing in for a wide range of
lesbian lived experiences. Television media is dependent upon viewer ratings and therefore a
show's proliferation is dictated by popular acceptance— unlike other (socially inclusive)
narrative mediums that do not depend on popular sway such as independent film enterprises,
self-published texts, etcetera. Socially monolithic ideals are perpetuated through television
narratives because their presence in a mainstream medium is contingent on keeping a large
consumer base. The original Showtime television series The L Word (2004-2009) serves as a
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monolithic depiction of lesbian lifestyles, a monolithic ideal maintained to enrapture a presumed
homogenous fan base. The L Word promotes urban living in West Hollywood as a safe-haven for
queer expression, depicting a microcosm of lesbian social space. However, the narrative also
excludes many minority cultures and discounts a variety of queer lifestyles and queer
performances, misrepresentative of a larger and more diverse queer community. I argue that the
fictional space of the show presents an exclusive white urban utopia; as a culturally
representative lesbian narrative, The L Word distorts popular perceptions of real queer space.
This analysis aims to define the fictional and real (viewed) space of the show as both a
utopic and heterotopic depiction of a lesbian space; I examine the ways utopia is contingent upon
assimilation in The L Word. On the one hand, the lesbian utopia is presented by a contained
community of lesbian women who are free from social castigation and the heterocentric gaze. On
the other hand, the viewer is presented with a white, upper-class, culturally, and aesthetically
homogenous group of women who contest sharing social space with divergent lesbian characters.
The exclusion and/or derision of divergent lesbian expression in the narrative says the viewer is
not welcome to utopia unless they conform to the narrative’s aesthetic ideals. In other words,
someone who has minimal access to real lesbian spaces could watch this show and see a
utopia—a place free of oppression—but simultaneously read the subliminal messages of the
show that exclude their1 culture, queer expression, race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status. This
analysis focuses singularly on urban vs. non-urban cultural aesthetics presented in the utopic
space. an abundant array of heterotopic themes need to be explored in popular lesbian television

1
The use of the pronoun they/them/their in the singular here and throughout this project is an intentional
attempt at the inclusion of all binary and non-binary individuals. If the subject being discussed is singular but has no
established gender preference, I will henceforth use an inclusive "they" pronoun.
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narratives. However, I intend to demonstrate how cultural ties to geographic space deny the
divergent lesbian viewer entrance to a positive queer imaginary.
The juxtaposition between envisioned freedom and exclusion presented in The L Word
builds on the important theoretical paradigms established by Toni Morrison and Michel
Foucault: utopian and heterotopian spaces. How does the proffered utopian queer space,
presented in Showtime’s The L Word, promise safety and inclusion to lesbian viewers yet deny a
diverse range of lesbian performances the same space? I will define the heterotopic space
through an analysis of the oppressive rhetoric established through character development and
interactions of the divergent members of a predominantly metronormative character ensemble.
Who does the primary narrative of The L Word exclude? Who does the narrative misrepresent?
What message is proliferated among viewers when the monolithic lesbian narrative is
exclusionary? In answering these questions, I claim that these exclusionary queer narratives
connotatively emphasize a message to the divergent reader: There’s a place for lesbians, just not
a place for you.
Queer individuals all over the country believe they will find freedom from heterocentric
oppression in the city; this concept is perpetuated by fictional narratives. Halberstam coins the
term metronormativity to signify a socially constructed concept of queer identities rooted in
urbanism. Jack Halberstam contends that proliferated depictions of dangerous nonurban spaces
mandate departure and relocation to presumably “inclusive” cities around the United States
(Halberstam). I argue, the “need to flee” rhetoric sets up a conflicting precedent for aesthetically
divergent queer consumers. Building on the metronormative aesthetics that Halberstam and Scott
Herring articulate, I will explore how nonurban queer performances are depicted and
subsequently alienated in the show.
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The L Word
In 2004 mainstream media was rocked with the release of Showtime original The L
Word. In the wake of the canceled ABC sitcom Ellen, starring popular talk show host Ellen
DeGeneres, primary creator and producer Ilene Chaiken developed an explicit lesbian narrative
for mature audiences. In a vacuum of mainstream media representation, lesbian viewers adopted
this series as a mouthpiece for the queer women’s community. The similarly structured and
wildly popular U.S. rendition of Queer as Folk, a queer narrative depicting the lives of
homosexual men in Pittsburgh (also produced by Showtime), paved the way for controversially
open queer discourse promoted in network television. For five years and six seasons, Showtime’s
The L Word depicted the lives and loves of a group of lesbian women in their late twenties and
early thirties. The L Word is not a program about a singular protagonist; like many television
dramas of its time, the show circulates between an ensemble of lead characters whose lives
intertwine. The group depicts openly homosexual lifestyles lived in modern Los Angeles, in an
essentially self-contained lesbian neighborhood. In the hills of West Hollywood, the women of
The L Word were able to live free of condemnation from heterodominant America; they lived,
worked, and played in an environment that was nearly homogeneous in demographics.
Chaiken hardly accounted for the diverse viewership of the show; instead, she pandered
to an urbanite Caucasian audience; writers of the show either erased or misrepresented a myriad
of alternative queer expression in favor of a lavish metronormative queer lifestyle that promised
acceptance as long as the viewer could afford the pricey cost of admission to such a space.
Acknowledging that this is a single and at times semi-autobiographical fictional narrative of
Chaiken’s experience, issues of responsibility nonetheless arise. Chaiken’s narrative voice
shapes international perceptions of American lesbian lived experiences for a generation. This is
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not a show made for and watched by metronormative lesbian women; rather, it is a show made
for metronormative lesbians and consumed worldwide by a diverse body of queer and non-queer
identified individuals (Ladendorf). With so few depictions of lesbian narratives available to the
masses, there is a responsibility to the viewership to depict a diverse and inclusive queer space.
What’s Been Said
Mine is not the first criticism of inclusivity in the original Showtime series; The L Word
has been criticized for its problematic depictions of lesbian culture and its lack of diversity. In
their article “The Black Lesbians are White and the Studs are Femmes,” Jennifer Esposito and
Bettina Love argue that proclamations made by Shane McCutcheon, the “butch” on the show,
regulate popular perceptions of what it means to be a masculine performing lesbian. Chaiken
connotatively compares Shane McCutcheon, the established butch ensemble character, to other
masculine queer supporting characters Max Sweeney (Daniela Sea) and Eva “Papi” Torres (Rose
Rollins). The narrative problematizes Max and Papi for not conforming to the ascribed
characterization of female masculinity depicted by Shane. Furthermore, the queer ensemble
character of color Bette Porter is better able to navigate public spaces because of her ability to
pass as white (1). Actress Jennifer Beal, who is biracial, but whose skin tone gives her the ability
to choose who knows she is a person of color, portrays Bette Porter, a self-identified Black
lesbian. Passing in this context is similar to Will Truman’s passing, mentioned in this work’s
introduction. Bette, like Will, can choose when she will put herself at risk because onlookers
cannot easily identify her deviance from the majority—her Blackness. Beal's portrayal of the
lesbian of color in the ensemble proliferates what Esposito and Love describe as the "absence of
Black lesbianism" (4). Their analyses of cultural divergence and gender performance are just two
examples of misrepresentation and erasure in The L Word. Race will not be a key point in this
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analysis; however, I highlight it here to attest to the intersectional exclusions presented within
this utopic space. Gender performance, cultural expression, and sexual identity are all suffused
with interlocking ideals of the individual; the narrative presented in The L Word washes out these
cultural differences and instead promotes assimilation.
Esposito and Love argue culture, as represented in mass media, works to shape
consumers' perceptions of life; they contend that the fictional depiction of the lesbian lifestyle
“inform[s] heterosexual perceptions of lesbianism but they also, to an extent, inform lesbians'
perceptions about themselves” (2). Esposito and Love emphasize a lack of lesbian representation
in predominant American culture stating lesbianism is rarely, if ever, in the public sphere—they
cite the American education system as a public space of continued queer erasure. They come to
this conclusion: the void of knowledge is filled with media representation for those who have no
other source to represent queer community and identity (2). Their argument builds a pillar in the
foundations of my argument: the queer individual is left out of many popular narrative
representations of queer identity and community. Without that inclusive representation, the
nonurban queer is isolated from any sense of belonging.
Martina Ladendorf utilizes the concept of metronormativity in direct relation to lesbian
performativity in her article “Commercialization of Lesbian Identities in Showtime’s The L
Word.” Ladendorf positions lesbian identity as a “social construction,” an “empty or floating
signifier, which is filled with new meaning” through commercialization (265). Ladendorf argues
that media representation and commercial reproduction (advertisement, fan production, and
targeted products) manifest an ascribed lesbian identity to consumers. A socially constructed
lesbian identity continues to dictate acceptable queer performance; therefore, The L Word as the
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first, explicit from conception, lesbian television narrative in the United States becomes a guide
to lesbianism for inexperienced viewers.
In her text “Imagining Community” socio-ethnographic analyst Rebecca Kern finds that
viewers can build bonds and community in supplemental conversations surrounding The L
Word's exclusionary narrative. Kern examines audience participation in socio-political dialogue
as a byproduct of the representation and misrepresentation presented in the show. Kern argues
"The representations, as well as the themes of the show, were sites of contested negotiations;
viewers' sexuality and beliefs were both mirrored and challenged by the show's content, at times
exceeding viewers' comfort level in its portrayals of sexual orientation and gender/sex norms"
(Kern 435). Although Kern claims that the show manifests social discourse, she concurs that
representation within the show worked to shift “…normative beliefs about sexual physiology and
behavior” (435). The latter will be the focus of this analysis. While these critics analyze The L
Word as misrepresentative, I aim to analyze this representation further as a device of not only
discriminatory social construction but a caution to viewers—divergent queer performance is not
welcomed in this fictional space, nor is it welcome in the advertised urban utopic real space (the
city that the show is meant to depict).
Utopia vs Heterotopia
The heterodominant gaze is constant and very few public spaces exist in the United States
where the queer individual does not feel its overbearing pressure; the utopian queer narrative is a
result of the queer Other’s constant subjection to this oppressive (panoptic) gaze. Foucault’s
understanding of utopia can be exemplified in the narrative of The L Word. His concept of
heterotopia can be similarly applied to this lesbian narrative to explain the cultural ramifications
of presenting a utopia to a viewer stuck in a constant state of oppression. Heterotopia will be
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explored in this chapter to explain how characters within The L Word and viewers watching from
home are both barred from the utopian space. In his text Of Other Spaces, Foucault explains the
heterotopia as:
effective spaces which are outlined in the very institution of society, but which constitute
a sort of counter arrangement, of effectively realized utopia, in which all the real
arrangements, all the other real arrangements that can be found within society, are at one
and the same time represented, challenged, and overturned: a sort of place that lies
outside all places and yet is actually localizable. (Of Other Spaces 3)
In other words, heterogeneous social groups constitute social spaces hierarchically, defending
spaces in the real world and spaces imagined by consumers of public discourses; our social
spaces are made up of a web of complex relationships manifested by opposing social constructs
(Foucault 2). Foucault makes the claim, “there were places [in medieval times] where things
could be found because they had been shifted there by violence” (1). Think of modern-day
ghettos, constituted because racially charged tensions in America saw the white majority using
acts of political and social violence to force people of color out of contested spaces. Foucault
goes on to stipulate that “arrangement of earth’s inhabitants is not just one of knowing whether
there will be enough room for all of them… but also one of knowing what are the relations of
vicinity" (2). Fear of physical violence, limited access to financial opportunities, and
discriminatory zoning laws all contributed to small, concentrated pockets of divergent social
spaces. Borrowing from Foucault's theory, I argue imagined queer space is utopic, in opposition
to the punitive heterocentric public space. Furthermore, the concept of "rural" and suburban (read
nonurban) space exists only relative to metropolitan spaces.
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The Problem with Utopia
As a fictional space, The L Word serves as both a utopia and a socially constructed
heterotopia. The heterotopia is the real social restriction that bars individuals from utopia. Utopia
or paradise is regarded as a place free of social constriction; however, many western concepts of
paradise hinge on either an implicit or explicit barrier of admittance. Not everyone gets into
heaven, and so the utopic space doubles as a heterotopia for those barred. Foucault’s
understanding of utopia is an imagined space that parallels reality:
These [utopias] are arrangements which have no real space. Arrangements which have a
general relationship of direct or inverse analogy with the real space of society. They
represent society itself brought to perfection, or its reverse, and in any case, utopias are
spaces that are by their very essence fundamentally unreal. (3)
By Foucault's definition, the utopia is the socially reparative non-space, and the heterotopia is the
criticism of that non-space. The heterotopia is the line that bars viewers from entering the
imagined space. The mirror is Foucault's best example: if someone looks in a mirror, they see an
inverse image of themself—the image is beyond the viewer's reach. They cannot step into the
world beyond— it is not reality, just an inverse reflection of the real world. The glass is the line
between the space they can exist and the imagined space they cannot reach. The glass defines
their limitation; the heterotopia defines the limitations of entering utopia.
The L Word’s narrative represents a utopia because it is an inverse analogy of real
punitive societal discourses; lesbian women cannot enter into a space free of the heterocentric
gaze like the characters in the show. Moreover, the "promised land" queer narrative is a utopic
space for the subjugated viewer and the aesthetically divergent queer character. This contrasts
nonurban queer narratives where characters divergent to the heterocentric space face violent
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opposition in shared public spaces. For example, consider the utopic narrative in The L Word in
comparison to the lesbian narrative in the popular young adult novel The Miseducation of
Cameron Post, where the lesbian-identified protagonist faces familial and community castigation
for acting on her homosexual desires. Remember too that The L Word, though a fictional
narrative, is meant to reflect a liberal and progressive cityscape and real community, while the
characters’ real-life counterparts would still be subjected to heteronormative oppressions in the
paralleled real Los Angeles. Although urban spaces offer some protections in anonymity and
diversity, public spaces are still monitored by majority and queer performance is still hindered by
heterocentric ideals in home, community, and work-life in the United States. In addition to the
queer/heterocentric heterotopia, the show presents an urban/nonurban heterotopia. Heterotopia
sets the boundaries of The L Word’s utopia again while queer performance is policed by socially
constructed metronormative queer culture. The urban pilgrimage narrative says to lesbian
viewers you belong here— a message contradicted by metropolitan social norms and etiquettes
that police the nonurban queer performance of would-be migrants. The mixed message produces
the desire to belong in the imagined queer space yet cautions against cultural divergence. The
individual caught between two sides of their intersectional identity is stuck in limbo—
heterotopia—with warring narrative perceptions they are unwelcome in the perceived
heterocentric reality or the queer imagined utopia.
Morrison wrestled with her responsibility as an author while constructing the utopic
space while drafting her novel Paradise; her struggle reflects the strife of presenting utopic
narrative spaces to readers who cannot access such a space in the real world. In her novel
Paradise, Morrison imagined a space void of the double consciousness—where the subjugated
Black body does not always feel the pressure of a white majority’s gaze. Morrison recognized
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the dissonance between her imagined world and American society as the reparative parallel
utopia; she feared the reader would yearn for a fictional space free of racial oppression— a nonspace (The House that Race Built 4). Morrison's utopia presents as a heterotopia to the reader
because they cannot enter the fictional space; the barrier exists between the imagined narrative
space and the oppressive truths of real spaces in American society. The barrier between narrative
space and reality is replicated in lesbian viewers of The L Word that imagine freedom beyond the
glass barrier of a television screen. Like Morrison’s readers, The L Word viewers are restricted to
the real space of a heterocentric oppressive America while imagining happiness in a fictitious
elsewhere.
The plot of Morrison’s Paradise also exemplifies the narrative heterotopia presented to
characters in the imagined space; like the protagonists in The L Word, the characters who cannot
assimilate in Paradise are pushed out of the fictional social space. In her analysis of the utopic
space, Morrison realized that paradise, by definition, is exclusionary. Morrison contends that
paradise as depicted in western cultures must exclude the "unworthy" to function as an attractive
incentive for the worthy (2). In other words, the utopia cannot exist without a heterotopic
boundary. The novel's setting is a self-contained, self-sustaining, all Black community within the
United States: a town called Ruby. The Ruby townspeople are prosperous, unencumbered by the
race politics that predicate life in America. Ruby establishes the reparative parallel of utopic
space by presenting a reality that removes race as an oppressive social stricture for its
inhabitants. The heterotopia—or boundary that limits acceptance into this utopia⎯is strict
adherence to religious and patriarchal systems of oppression in Ruby. Women migrating to Ruby
from greater America are expected to assimilate to the community's cultural ideals. Ruby's social
structure negates the progressive feminist movement of 1970s America— the period in which
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Paradise is set. The women who are unwilling or unable to assimilate to the conservative ideals
of Ruby are either kicked out or never gain acceptance into the utopic space— they live in a
boarding house on the outskirts of town. Patriarchal and religious ideals bar immigrant access to
this racial utopia just like cultural aesthetics police the bodies of lesbian migrants in the queer
utopian narrative. The physical space between the boarding house and the town exemplifies the
heterotopic space, the boundary between those permitted in utopia and those forced to look on
from the periphery. Tensions between the socially adherent community and the outcasts
culminate in the divergent ensemble’s deathly demise—mass murder committed by a violent
mob of self-righteous townsfolk (Paradise). Race unifies the individuals in Morrison’s utopic
space, moralistic and cultural divergence excludes Others. Morrison’s utopia is built around one
common characteristic (Blackness) while divergent ideologies divide its inhabitants. Similarly,
The L Word’s one unifying principle (lesbian identity) does not promise uncontested admittance
to paradise. In the preface to Paradise Morrison asserts that boundaries and barriers must exist to
separate the inhabitants of heaven from the unwashed masses (2). In the fictitious world of The L
Word, the barriers come in the form of cultural, socioeconomic, and performative divergence
from the majority urban lesbian community.
Late-season regular Max Sweeney's (Daniela Sea) nonurban cultural identity best
exemplifies the boundaries of admittance into the utopic space presented on The L Word. In the
show, divergent inhabitants of the utopic space must align themselves with the cosmopolitan
ideologies purported if they hope to belong. Max's non-compliance results in alienation. Max's
nonurban upbringing is aesthetically divergent to the metronormative ideals of the urban
characters; his rurally-coded queer performance causes conflict throughout the show. The main
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protagonists criticize and ultimately alienate Max because of his2 cultural divergence from the
acceptable urban lesbian aesthetic. The L Word's urban queer narrative polices Max's gender
performance by comparing Max to Shane McCutcheon, the masculine-presenting lesbian
urbanite member of the established L.A. social group. Socioeconomic status also bars Max from
acceptance in the utopic space. Socioeconomic status bars Max from successfully integrating
into the pre-established affluent social group. Max's constant struggle to assimilate emphasizes
the exclusivity of the utopic space. The narrative tells nonurban lesbians to escape to
metropolitan queer spaces but that they still will not find acceptance when they arrive.
The proliferation of urban queer narratives in the mainstream results in a socially
constructed popular understanding of acceptable queer performance. Critics including
anthropologist Kate Weston and cultural and critical theorists Halberstam and Herring analyze
the queer imaginary and its ties to urbanity. Weston’s article “Get Thee to a Big City” best
exemplifies the struggles that subaltern queer individuals combat when moving into the urban
space to find a place of belonging. Weston analyzes rural/urban personal queer narrative,
collected from non-urban queer individuals who migrated to San Francisco in search of
community. Weston conducted interviews between 1985 and 1986; the resulting research was
published in 1995. Her findings resonate almost thirty years later. Weston reflects upon the
picture painted by this oral history:

2

Max Sweeney, introduced as Moira, is a transgender man whose narrative begins before his transition.
When Max is first introduced, he self-identifies as a lesbian woman and does not reevaluate his gender identity until
later in the narrative. I will be discussing Max's story before his transition storyline. The moments in the text I will
discuss teeter between Max's choices to present as Moira (a self-identified lesbian) and Max (a self-identified
heterosexual man who is misgendered by the characters in his immediate surroundings). I will attempt to highlight
Max's experience in these moments but will use he/him pronouns proactively since these are the pronouns the
character identifies with later in the series.
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From its inception, the imagined community incarnated in gay neighborhoods has been
gendered, racialized, and classed…Even at its most visible, the vision of gay community
represented by gay neighborhoods of the 1970s offered an exceedingly limited guide to
what had become, within the terms of identity politics, an extraordinarily varied
constituency. For people on the bottom of hierarchies of class, gender, age, and race
relations, knowledge of where to find a gay neighborhood did not guarantee identification
with ‘other gay people.’ (Weston 270)
Weston’s conclusion resonates with the modern queer imaginary represented by The L Word.
The words ring just as true when metronormative queer narratives presented in 2004 promote the
same exclusionary practices and ideologies. Weston goes on to describe the dissonance of the
migrant populations that moved into the urban space to find queer community. Rural-Urban
migrants were unable to ascribe the markers of sexuality presented in the urban space. Just like
Max, these real-life counterparts did not perform gender the same way; they could not meet the
fiscal needs to facilitate the accouterments of belonging.
Rural-urban social dissonance experienced by migrants results in feelings of rejection
that connect with my overall focus of heterotopia— a space that instigates conflict between an
imagined reality and the socially constructed biases which institute it. Weston concludes, “Not
all migrants traveled to the big city during the 1970s came upon the sort of gay community that
allowed them to feel part of a people, but they did discover one thing. Homelands can be easier
to desire from a distance than once you arrive on their figurative shores” (Weston 275). Weston’s
statement corroborates Morrison’s suggestion that narratives of utopia leave readers with a
yearning for an imagined home— a fantasy life. Foucault, Weston, and Morrison reach the same
conclusion: imagination fuels the construct of our determined reality. As we imagine free spaces
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while consuming fictional narratives, viewers construct an idea of what life should be or they
assign the utopic state to far-off places that they do not readily have access to. In terms of the
queer narrative utopic space, fictional narratives create culture and supplant expectations in their
viewers, in this case, a desire for a better life, imagined by the author but assigned to a real space
that gives unrealistic goals to the deprived onlooker.
Metronormative Aesthetics
But honestly, guys, just think I mean, think about how much you’re gonna be helping out some
poor little lonely lez, stuck out in the Midwest, without a role model in sight.
—Mark, “Labyrinth,” The L Word.
Utopic spaces are a common theme in queer narratives— a dream of a better tomorrow
where the sexually divergent individual is not excluded, punished, or criminalized for their break
from the compulsory heterosexual dominant majority. Queer literature, television, and film often
share a common theme of departure from oppressive heterodominant spaces, finding safety,
comfort, and community within homogenous social groups. These narratives frequently suggest
migration from rural and suburban spaces into a metropolis. Popular queer narratives by authors
such as David Levithan, Julia Watts, and Allison Bechdel promote paradise elsewhere,
somewhere outside of rural America. Shows such as Will & Grace, Queer as Folk, and The L
Word promise family and community to a queer audience left wanting. Narratives in films such
as Boys Don’t Cry, The Laramie Project, and The Miseducation of Cameron Post reimagine
violent true-life events set in rural spaces. These violent narratives exist in a vacuum where there
are few other public depictions of rural queer narratives. Void of any other rural queer narrative,
popular rural-queer rhetoric promises vicious retribution for those who choose not to heed the
warning to leave. The narrative expressed here is “why risk exposure and retribution when you
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can live free in the city?”. Metrocentric queer narratives offer anonymity in numbers and
centralized queer communities— peaceful coexistence in the city versus contested space
dominated by punitive heterocentrism in rural America. Along with this metronormative map for
utopic queer existence comes a rulebook.
Although the metronormative queer life is a culture in itself, it does not speak to a shared
culture among all LGBTQ persons; it is just one subculture among many. Halberstam in In a
Queer Time & Place, defines metronormativity as a conceptual queer performance that connects
queer self-expression to urban settings. The L Word, like many other dominant media queer
narratives, projects a singular ideology, a reported homogeneous queer lifestyle that includes
several "acceptable" queer aesthetics. Herring contributes to the concept of metronormativity by
ascribing geographical, stylistic, and economic exclusionary aesthetics to the queer space. In his
book Another Country, Herring describes metronormativity as "urbanity [which] functions
primarily as a psychic, material, and affective mesh of stylistics informed by a knowingness that
polices and validates what counts for any queer cultural production…" (14). Metronormative
ideology discounts rural culture: regionally specific codes of dress, gender performance and
codes of conduct, localized socioeconomic opportunity that dictates lifestyle, and cultural
presentation. Of the socioeconomic aesthetics of metronormativity, Herring claims the cost of
belonging in these social spaces is not only the price of moving to and living in expensive
metropolitan areas but the accouterments of queer urban lifestyles such as vacation, acceptable
dress, and lavish lifestyle that dictate social guides to assimilation (15). Rural and urban
performative aesthetics are worlds apart because they have fundamental differences. Acts as
simple as greeting a new friend, ordering a cup of coffee in a café, or picking out clothes in the
morning all differ by social geography. Assuming queer performance stagnantly navigates these
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social spaces is privileged negligence because it suggests that all queer bodies can perform
queerness homogenously.
The idea that queer individuals will be happier and achieve social bliss in the city is the
main narrative of stories like The L Word; the promise of community compounded with the
exclusionary aesthetics of metronormativity result in heterotopia. Halberstam asserts that one of
the primary draws of big city queer life is a sense of community, living among others who share
your sexuality in a large enough community that you will not be singled out (36). Herring asserts
"Metronormativity often appears as a travel narrative that demands a predetermined flight to the
city; a mythological plot that imagines urbanized queer identity as a one-way trip to sexual
freedom, to communal visibility, and to a gay village (or at least a studio apartment) whose
streets are paved with rainbow pride" (15). The metronormative narrative aesthetic described by
Herring here depicts presumed utopia. However, the other performative aesthetics result in the
erasure of non-urban lifestyles on the periphery of mainstream media. The contradictory
messages that construct the heterotopia can be exemplified in Jennifer Shecter's (Mia Kirshner)
and Max Sweeney's (Daniela Sea) plotlines—both characters are from a rural town in the
Midwest; both expect to find community in Los Angeles. Connotative of these acceptable modes
of queer performance is the need to denounce suburban and rural cultural practices and
performances to fit in. Rural coming out narratives almost exclusively endorse migration,
promising sometimes fatal violence on those who choose to stay. The exclusionary performative
aesthetics coupled with the promise of freedom purported by The L Word and other metronarratives exemplify both the Foucauldian utopia and heterotopia.
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Rural Peril (Jenny and Max)
Jenny, the primary nonurban-native lesbian protagonist, represents heterocentric social
discourse outside of cityscapes when she visits home in an undisclosed nonurban Illinois town;
her migration narrative exemplifies the utopic promise for the nonurban queer who can
assimilate to a metronormative culture. It is unclear whether Jenny's hometown is strictly
suburban or rural or a combination of the two. Although Jenny presents as metronormative
throughout the series, her journey home establishes that she is from the same area as the more
rurally-coded character Max. Jenny's home life is depicted in a middle-class suburban home
which may account for Jenny's ability to assimilate metronormative values tied to socioeconomic
status. She is also noted to have attended the University of Iowa, establishing her escape from
nonurban spaces (Iowa City) before entering the Los Angeles social space. The scene I will
analyze in this section is also steeped in religious connotation (her family is Jewish); however,
the religious undertone is overshadowed by the nonurban public space of the bar in town where
she meets Max and both characters journey through nonurban and rurally-coded spaces to get
back to Los Angeles.
Traditional codes of queer conduct in nonurban spaces that still permeate conservative
heterocentric America revolve around queer erasure. The culture of silence is one of many
mechanisms that work in real space to oppress queer performance in the United States. Of coded
silences, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick asserts that erasure works to keep queer-identified people
subordinate to the heteronormative majority. Sedgwick, a foundational queer theorist, asserts
"'Closeted-ness' itself is a performance initiated as such by the speech act of a silence—not a
particular silence, but a silence that accrues particularity by fits and starts, in relation to the
discourse that surrounds and differentially constitutes it" (Epistemology of the Closet 3). In other
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words, silence works as an aggressive act performed by the heteronormative majority, requiring
a muted queerness of the minority and a consensual connotative social agreement between rural
queers and their heteronormative counterparts— a “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy to keep the
peace.
The relationship between Jenny and her parents best exemplifies Sedgwick's concept; her
conservative family represents silent oppressions of nonurban spaces in America. Season three
opens with Jenny living with her parents after she has a mental break at the end of season two.
Jenny enters her familial home returning from her last therapy session. Jenny enters to find her
mother setting the dining room table. Jenny's mother chatters while Jenny helps her work. The
conversation begins amicably enough but tension builds quickly as Jenny and the audience
realize that the social expectation set forth by her mother is that they ignore Jenny's mental
health and her sexuality. The mother reveals that she believes these two to be one and the
same—that Jenny's sexuality is a symptom of her mental instability. Mrs. Shecter relays her
husband's request, that Jenny attends service at the family synagogue. Jenny mentions that she
has just returned from her last therapy session, trying to open the conversation to the issues she’s
facing. Her mother instead ignores the comment and changes the subject to the dinner guests:
“You know, your father’s invited the Cranes for dinner,” including a boy with whom Jenny’s
parents are attempting to set her up. Both comments from her mother set in the lesbian narrative
are connotative of popular heterocentric rhetoric: queerness can be cured with religion and
compulsory heterosexuality. This rhetoric sets the scene for a rural life worth escaping; a reason
to flee in search of utopia. Jenny responds “You know what would be really awesome? If you
could please ask my stepfather to stop setting me up with guys…” Her mother reacts “And
what’s wrong with Marshall,” feigning unaware. Her mother’s refusal to acknowledge Jenny’s
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lesbian identity constitutes the culture of silence as the accepted code of conduct in this rural
space. Jenny is unwilling to buckle under her mother's willed ignorance and asserts "Nothing
except for the fact that he's a man and I—." Of course, Jenny is the protagonist of an urban queer
narrative, so she has the freedom to instigate an explicit argument. Jenny declares her lesbian
identity and her mother responds, saying Jenny's sexuality is a sickness. Mrs. Shecter asserts her
daughter's therapist must be "sick" too, for allowing Jenny to believe there was nothing wrong
with her sexuality ("Labia Majora" 32:24-33:51). This narrative mirrors so many conversations
had in less than progressive homes across the country and the world; this is the depiction of
aggression that queer narratives paint with broad strokes across the map—save for the
metropolitan meccas they claim to be free of castigation.
The L Word reinforces the assimilationist aesthetics of metronormativity through Jenny;
her quick adherence to the urban queer code of conduct allows her to move freely in the utopic
space. Jenny opens the series with her big move from the Midwest; when she is introduced, she
presents as a self-proclaimed straight woman who is engaged to be married to her college
sweetheart ("Pilot Part 1"). Upon entrance into the urban space, Jenny begins to question her
sexuality; she soon thereafter leaves her fiancé and self-identifies as a lesbian. Jenny leaves
behind any identifiable rurality, presumably before her move; she is predominantly characterized
by her trade— a creative writer educated in the liberal arts department of an urban-centered
public university (University of Iowa). Her introduction into the lesbian social space of L.A.
begins when she is invited to a house party thrown by her lesbian neighbors. Jenny finds a
kindred spirit at the party almost immediately. Jenny meets Marina Ferrer (Karina Lombard), the
lesbian owner of The Planet, a café frequented by the lesbian ensemble protagonists and a key
site for lesbian socialization in the show. At the party, Jenny and Marina bond over their love of
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literature; the two begin a torrid love affair the same night. Jenny and Marina’s affair inducts
Jenny into the lesbian main friend group; she has reached utopia. Jenny holds her own among her
metronormative friends: she dresses in obscenely expensive urban fashions, she engages in
conversation steeped with political and sociocultural references, she comports herself in ways
deemed socially acceptable by her urban counterparts. Her ability to successfully perform in this
intimate metronormative social setting gains her access to this exclusive friend group.
The Journey
Max's journey to utopia, and his experience therein, are the antithesis of Jenny's
experience; his journey begins with the migration narrative present in many metrocentric queer
narratives. Max (introduced as Moira in the season three premiere) and Jenny meet at the
beginning of season three in both characters' hometown. They meet in a shadowy, sparsely
populated, queer bar on the edge of town and immediately form an emotional and sexual bond.
Unlike Jenny, Max exudes a working-class nonurban cultural aesthetic. He is often depicted
wearing rurally-coded attire, plaid vests and t-shirt cutoffs, jeans, and work boots. His clothes are
often covered in mud or dirt, as is his pick-up truck. His language and mannerisms suggest a
rugged country "boi" culturally performative identity: Max is rugged, chivalrous, protective of
his feminine counterparts, willing to get dirty, and untethered to urban fashion ideals. His family
and home life are never explicitly depicted but the overarching impression is that Max is rural to
Jenny’s suburban, even though they are from the same area. Whether they share a similar
socioeconomic background is unknown, but the characters contrast each other when we compare
Max’s failure to assimilate in Los Angeles to Jenny’s success. It is important to note again that
Max self-identified as a lesbian at this time; there was no mention of his transgender identity
until much later in the season. Therefore, this analysis will focus on Max’s struggles to
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assimilate as a lesbian-identified woman. I will leave it to future scholarship to determine how
much of his inability to blend with the Los Angeles social group was intended (by screenwriters)
to foreshadow his transgender identity. As I will demonstrate, however, Max's nonurban identity
is the narrative focal point of his first few episodes, not his gender identity but how he performs
in contrast to the urban aesthetic ideal.
Soon after Max and Jenny meet, he confesses to wanting to go back to Los Angeles when
Jenny leaves; they set out on a two-episode trek back to West Hollywood, traversing their way
through a violent and oppressive heterodominant nonurban landscape. Two incidents highlight
Jenny and Max’s trip to the West Coast; each paints a terrifying rural landscape for the queer
travelers; the pair interact with nonurban antagonists who oppose Max’s masculine gender
performance and sexuality. Jenny finds a taser in Max’s glovebox foreshadowing danger as the
two begin their journey. The resulting conversation signifies the ever-present danger Max feels
himself to be in while navigating the oppressive rural environment.
MAX: It’s just a taser [NONCHALANT]. It’s like the cops use, it just shocks
people.
JENNY: I know but what are you— What are you gonna do with it?
MAX: It’s just in case.
JENNY: You decide to rob a 7-Eleven?
MAX: Look, I’ve never had to use it. It’s just that I get a lot of shit from people
and I’m going to take care of myself. (“Lost Weekend” 03:40-04:10)
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Max’s fear of physical violence embodies the metronormative assumption that all rural queer
people live in constant fear of heterocentric retribution. Halberstam confesses to carrying this
internalized bias to the non-urban space:
I am one of those people for whom lonely rural landscapes feel laden with menace, and
for many years nonurban areas were simply ‘out there,’ strange and distant horizons
populated by hostile populations. It is still true that a densely packed urban street or a
metallic skyline can release a surge of excitement for me while a vast open landscape fills
me with dread. (Queer Time & Space 22)
Halberstam’s confession of internalized bias is superseded by an analysis of the real and fictional
space of Humboldt, Nebraska— the site of Brandon Teena’s demise. The film adaptation of
Teena’s story hints at violence in his urban setting as the protagonist moves from Lincoln to
Humboldt, but the narrative highlights rural violence through his tragic death in rural Nebraska.
The true story of the young transgender man Brandon Teena is fictionalized in the popular queer
film Boys Don’t Cry, yet another narrative that serves as a cautionary tale for queer persons who
choose to live in rural spaces. Although at this point in the story Max has not decided to
transition, gender politics impregnate his story from the beginning. His queer gender
performance is contested because he presents as traditionally masculine even when he selfidentifies as a woman. Like Brandon Teena's story and countless other queer narratives, Max
fears punitive social discourse in the rural space because of his visibly divergent queer
performance.
Max’s inability to effectively pass as a straight woman or heteronormative man sets an
underlying feeling of dread for the viewer, a tension that persists from Max’s introduction
through his voyage west. Fear of rural spaces promotes the idea of a metronormative utopia
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despite the heterotopia awaiting Max. His and Jenny’s trip back to Los Angeles presents as an
odyssey for Max: he must overcome the obstacles of oppression before he can gain access to the
urban utopia. Max's first conflict comes in the form of a traveling couple who appear as he and
Jenny run out of gas on the side of the highway ("Lost Weekend" 13:05-13:24). The middle-aged
heterosexual couple misgenders Max (then Moira), they presume that Max is a heterosexual
man. They also think the two are married. Jenny and Max walk curbside, flagging down cars on
a rural two-lane highway surrounded by fields of wild grass and wheat, lined with wooded
areas— obvious markers that they are in “the middle of nowhere.” An RV pulls over to assist
them and a man and his wife exit the cabin. Max—who is dressed in a plaid cutoff shirt and jeans
—is misgendered by this couple of strangers because of his traditional masculine style of dress.
The man addresses Max, "Hey there fella!". Jenny responds, "Oh, she's not—" Max cuts off
Jenny's comment with a wave of the hand so as not to alert the interlopers of their mistake. The
sense of urgency with which Max cuts off Jenny is set to alert the reader of the immediate danger
Max feels in this situation and his knowledge or experience of how to traverse their predicament.
The married couple goes on to offer Jenny and Max help, siphoning gas from their RV. The wife
poses to Jenny, "We got some fried chicken in the camper if you and your husband are hungry."
Again, these strangers presume not only that Max is a man but that he and Jenny are married.
This is the first time on screen that "Moira" identifies as Max— seemingly to avoid endangering
himself and Jenny when the traveling man eyes Max critically, does a doubletake, and asks,
"What'd you say your name was son?" ("Lost Weekend" 13:05-13:24). The audience is made to
assume that the stranger at this point recognizes Max's physically feminine attributes. The
husband's look questions his first assumption that Max is a young man. Max's choice to
corroborate with these strangers' fabricated, socially accepted, narrative emphasizes the physical
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danger he is in for diverging from a heteronormative gender performance. Max's decision to pose
as a man, before any decision to transition, is loaded. The scene oozes with social expectations,
chased with connotations of the danger the two will face should they not sell the part— they
could be stranded in the middle of nowhere or worse, threatened or accosted with physical
violence.
The second conflict resolves the audience’s fear of queer performance in the rural space;
a violent altercation confirms the metronormative "need to flee" narrative and solidifies the rural
queer viewer's heterotopic yearning for an urban utopia. Once they are back on the road Jenny
and Max break at a rest stop where he uses the restroom. As Max is leaving the restroom (again
this is before his self-identification of a transgender man), he is accosted by a young woman
using the bathroom mirror. Again, Max is misgendered, "What the hell are you doing in here
boy? Can't you read this is the ladies room? Get the fuck out!". Max retorts, "I'm ladies'," which
results in a violent confrontation in the parking lot ("Lost Weekend" 15:26-15:46). As Max gets
back in his truck (a masculine rurally-coded choice of vehicle), the camera pans to the woman
following behind him and reveals that she is accompanied by a group of men. The men are
wearing rurally-coded attire including trucker hats and jean jackets, sitting on the back of a pickup truck— again the message is made clear by their appearance that this is a nonurban space.
They are the realization of Max's fears. Max sees the group and watches as the woman informs
her comrades of Max's blatant disregard for heteronormative social conduct she just witnessed.
The group violently contests Max's masculine gender performance and both his and Jenny's
presumed-queer presence in the nonurban space.
The conflict between the protagonists and the truck stop gang embodies the nightmare
consequences that underlie the fear of breaking the heterodominant socially constructed norms
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that are presumed to rule over nonurban spaces in America— the fear that being “out and proud”
in these spaces could likely result in emotional and physical violence, sexual assault, or death.
“You see that freak there?” she asks her friends, “It was just in the girl’s bathroom” Max pleads
with Jenny to drive off as the group hurls the homophobic slur “faggot” repeatedly at their car (to
which Jenny later points out is the incorrect slur—highlighting the group’s ignorance further).
Jenny, emboldened by the time she’s spent in the "free" social space of Los Angeles and the taser
in the car, confronts the antagonists, yelling back through the car window "What did you say?"
("Lost Weekend" 15:26-15:46). The time Jenny has spent at this point in urban spaces
emboldens her to confront the oppressions she and Max face in this oppressive environment; this
is exemplified by her combative attitude in all three scenes analyzed thus far; she rebels against
the status quo when her mother attempts to ignore her sexual identity, when the RV couple
cannot assign Max's gender to their binary concepts, and here again when these aggressive
antagonists attempt to bully the non-gender-conforming Max (then Moira) Sweeney. Max pleads
with Jenny again, to "let it go" as fear, predicated by lived nonurban queer experiences, fuels his
actions. One of the men jumps off the truck and approaches Max's passenger window. He tries to
calm the situation saying he does not want trouble, but Jenny refuses to back down. Max is
pulled from the car by the main assailant. The attacker puts Max into a chokehold; Max fights
him as the man threatens to rape Jenny. Still fighting for his life, Max begs Jenny, who has
gotten out to defend him, to get back in the truck. The aggressor replies, “Yea Jenny, get back in
the truck and I’ll show you how a real man can fuck” (16:30-16:54). Although Jenny and Max
make it out of this altercation physically unharmed for the most part, the danger has presented
itself and left behind psychological scars and a fear of ever returning to a space that violently
opposes their presence. The aggressions depicted in the nonurban space sets the boundaries of
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violence, restricting them to the nonurban space in The L Word, where up until now no character
has faced this type of physical threat in the lesbian-friendly fictional Los Angeles.
Jenny and Max’s journey mirrors other popular rural queer migration narratives; the need
to flee is dually apparent for Max who is on a journey of self-discovery, that is portrayed as
perilous in his current environment. However, Max’s nonurban transgender identity does not
coalesce with Jenny’s Los Angeles lesbian community. This again is a presentation of how those
who do not ascribe to a conformist (urban) queer identity are faced with a conflict of “double”
(rural) double(queer)-consciousness. Max cannot exist without contention in his rural
environment, nor is he accepted in the presumed queer mecca established in West Hollywood. In
“Get thee to a Big City,” Weston asserts “the gay imaginary is not just a dream of freedom to ‘be
gay’ that requires an urban location, but a symbolic space that configures gayness itself by
elaborating an opposition between rural and urban life” (Weston 274). For rural viewers, this
perpetuates the stylistic and cultural heterotopia as they are being told they either need to
relinquish their nonurban ideals and divergent performative queer identities or suffer criticism
from their urban peers—but by any means, they need to relocate to metropolis so they can
express themselves openly as queer.
Performative Heterotopia
Upon arrival, Max is marked as Other by the native urban lesbian social circle, and he is
barred from utopia; his inability to assimilate metronormative aesthetics results in alienation.
Max’s cultural aesthetic is criticized by the lesbian inhabitants of the urban queer utopia; his
style of dress, ideas about gender roles, and personal mannerisms (all of which can be ascribed to
his nonurban working-class upbringing). To highlight his social deviance, Max is repeatedly
compared to Shane McCutcheon (Katherine Moennig). Max’s gender presentation illuminates
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the geographic aesthetic of gender performativity discussed by Weston. Weston claims,
“symbolic contrasts between rural and urban did more to encourage the concentration of gayidentified people in major cities of the United States. From the start, they were embedded in the
gay subject” ( 274). Max is ostracized by the main group because of his inability to adhere to the
urban queer code of conduct; his country boi/boy presentation is considered an oddity and
unseemly in juxtaposition to Shane’s city slick (metronormative) rocker vibe. This is the
culmination of how The L Word functions as a heterotopia for those whose intrinsic values
deviate from urban social norms. As Weston suggests, rejection of the rural cultural identity in
urban space results in an internal struggle for the subaltern queer, who is overwhelmed with this
monolithic depiction of what it means to be queer: she claims, “in the process, [queer]
individuals often found themselves asking ‘Am I them?’ and ‘Who are we?’ (274). Especially for
those who did not fit the profile of the Castro clone, the journey to a big city that signified
‘coming home’” (Weston 274). Max arrives in West Hollywood and immediately his presence is
contested by Jenny’s friends and roommates. What is he wearing? Why is he so unrefined? Why
is he treating me like I’m a man? All of these distinctions work to alienate Max from the main
friend group immediately, the message being “We’re queer, we don’t know what you are.”
Alienating Max for not performing like Shane bars him from social acceptance, it accentuates his
otherness, and establishes a monolithic lesbian ideal manifesting the fictional heterotopia—Max
is not the socially constructed metronormative idea of what constitutes “lesbian” and therefore
does not belong.
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The dominant queer
narrative—that urban queer
performance is synonymous
with "queer culture" as a
whole— is policed through
social codes of dress, leisure,
comportment, and
Figure 1: Shane and Jenny Reunite

socioeconomic status. These
policed stylistics become apparent as soon as Max interacts with the ensemble city-dwelling
main characters. Jenny and Max arrive at her West Hollywood home, a space occupied by her
roommates Shane and Shane's live-in girlfriend Carmen (Sarah Shahi). Shane and Carmen pull
up to the house while Max and Jenny are unloading Max's truck. The tension is immediate as the
angle of the camera sits between Shane and Carmen through their windshield, making Max the
interloper. Shane and Carmen are holding hands in the car and Carmen, upon seeing Max in the
driveway, pulls her hand away, asking "Whose truck is that… and who is that?". Shane guesses,
"Jenny's new girlfriend?"; Carmen fires back "Girlfriend3?”— immediately questioning Max’s
gender. The camera pans out and transitions to the image of Shane and Jenny’s joyous reunion
while in the background Max stands awkwardly in a full body shot (depicted in Figure 1). The
shot highlights the contrast between Jenny’s high-end and effeminate attire— a white high
collared women’s dress shirt and high-waisted skirt— and Max’s cut-off sleeveless flannel t-shirt
and baggy jeans. The image connotatively suggests Max’s heterotopic barrier from entering

3
I realize that the questioning of Max’s gender may be set up here as foreshadowing his future decision to
transition. However, it also serves to emphasize the distinction of his gender presentation in comparison to
acceptable urban performances of female masculinity considering, at this time in the narrative, he self-identifies as a
lesbian woman.
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utopia as his massive dusty black pick-up truck stands in the middle-ground between him and the
happy friends (“Lobster” 12:15-12:17). The mise en scene here dictates Max’s subordinate
positionality from the onset. Even the sunny morning backdrop speaks to the reader; an overtly
clean driveway framed with a modern upscale home and supple greenery sets the scene as utopia,
invaded by the unwashed and shabby.
The controversy surrounding Max’s image can be relegated to Herring’s “stylistic”
metronormative aesthetics; the main characters of the show oppose Max’s cultural performance
on the basis that his does not coalesce with their urban principles. Herring’s assertion that
metronormativity is policed by “a fashionability that establishes what counts” reifies the social
restrictions that limit Max’s acceptance (16). The L Word urbanite characters’ attitude is
representative of the uphill battle rural and other nonurban queers must face when inserting
themselves into a metronormative environment. The scene described above is steeped with coded
language and derisive silences as, primarily, Carmen judges Max for his language, binary
ideologies of masculinity, and cultural divergence. The narrative clearly reiterates the notion that
rural queers do not fit into the urban image of the lesbian subject. Max stumbles over social faux
pas the moment he opens his mouth. Shane asks the couple if they have just arrived and Max’s
response is “We barely had time to take a piss,” alerting the audience and his company that Max
is unrefined by the standards of present company.
Max's rural ideology dictates that masculine-presenting individuals should follow the
traditional male gender roles; unpacking the truck, for example, is steeped in the malicious
judgment of Max's ideas of who should demonstrate physical strength. Rurally-coded Max
believes men, and masculine-presenting women, ought to carry the burden of physical labor.
Shane's metronormative masculine presence questions Max's code of conduct. Max assumes that
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Shane should fulfill the role of provider for her girlfriend Carmen when she opens the truck
tailgate saying: "Oh, you girls just relax, and let us butches unload the truck. [taps Shane's
shoulder] come on Shane." To which Carmen mocks Max tapping Shane on the shoulder again.
Shane flinches "What? Ow!". Carmen replies sarcastically "Big butch, go unload the truck." As
Shane follows Max to the bed of the truck, he throws a large duffel bag to her with one arm;
grasping the bag to her chest, Shane can barely catch it. Max's brute strength dichotomizes the
two masculine characters, emphasizing the difference between a petite form of masculinity
idolized in metronormative culture versus the value of physical strength in nonurban
communities, necessitated by farm and/or working-class labor. The scene transitions to another
storyline but is revisited later in the episode with a worn-out Shane dropping over the back of
their couch as Max continues to work, unphased by the physical exertion. Max's alpha male
demonstration is meant to be an affront to the audience already familiar with Shane's masculine
gender performance. Shane's character is made more sympathetic because the audience already
knows her and is, therefore, more likely to perceive Max as an outsider. I argue, alienation of
rural queer identity in the juxtaposition of the metronormative ideal is the goal of this episode—
the narrative consequently manifests heterotopia for non-urban viewers.
The purpose of the rural subject’s pilgrimage to the urbane mecca is inclusion; they leave
their home, everyone, and everything they know, to find community. However, as Weston
asserts, the opposition rural queers are met with when they migrate often results in a yearning to
return home—where their rural identity is not contested (273). The most significant interaction
of Max’s arrival scene is that it marks Max as an intruder. Aversion to Max’s queer performance
makes clear that he is not a welcome addition to the established friend group, for example,
Carmen’s immediate response when she finds out Max plans to stay. When Shane asks if Max
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still needs help, Max says he is just putting their luggage in “our” (Max and Jenny’s) bedroom.
Carmen begins to protest in a barely concealed stage whisper: “’Our bedroom’? She said, ‘Our
bedroom.’” Carmen complains to Shane that they have not been informed that Max will be
staying with them. Shane consoles her girlfriend saying they will find out the plan at dinner.
Carmen responds, “Oh my god, is she coming to dinner with us?” (“Lobster” 18:04-18:31). The
scene ends on that apprehensive note, foreshadowing Max’s multiple attempts to build
interpersonal relationships with Jenny’s friends. The previous scene questions Max’s style of
dress, language, ideas about gender roles, physical stature, and taste; this is the beginning of an
episode-long criticism of Max’s queer performance. Even the title of the episode “Lobster”
references the expensive dinner Max attends later with the main ensemble. A dinner attended by
the full protagonist ensemble and Max finds everyone made uncomfortable by his inability to
culturally and socioeconomically assimilate.
A need for community is what drives queer bodies away from their homes and into urban
spaces: imagined unity and acceptance. Unfortunately, migrant queer individuals do not always
receive the warm and inviting welcome metrocentric narratives promise. Max, for example, is
met with cool reluctance and sometimes hostility as he attempts to traverse Jenny's social circle.
Max and Jenny enter the crowded restaurant for dinner with Jenny's friends. There are warm
hugs and joyous reunions all around as Jenny reintegrates with the urban lesbian microcosm.
Jenny forgets to introduce Max initially and he stands awkwardly in the background while
everyone greets her return with open arms. When Jenny finally introduces Max there is an abrupt
change in mood. Max’s presence is marked as an unwelcome intrusion to this happy reunion,
signified by the tension that manifests when focus shifts to him and the reluctantly quiet hellos
he receives from Jenny’s friends. Max tries to flatter the dinner guests and amicably insert
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himself in the conversation, but any response given is muted and shifting. His reception is
indicative of the struggle of inserting oneself into any environment where roles have already
been established. the trials to come are specific to the trappings of trying to insert oneself into a
social system where their culturally stylistic performance is unacceptable to the status quo.
Viewers at home would see a character who does not fit in because of his cultural and
socioeconomic divergence, problems many divergent viewers would be able to empathize with,
confirming that they are not welcome into this lesbian utopia.
Once the group sits and begins to peruse the restaurant menu, Max’s socioeconomic
status presents his first hurdle to passing the established metronormative aesthetic. The urbanite
lesbian ensemble chose an expensive restaurant for Jenny’s welcome home dinner; Max quickly
realizes he cannot afford what is on the menu— entrees that start at $48. Max tries to discretely
order a side salad and a side of fries; the waiter announces to the table that the side salad itself
will cost Max $14. Max apprehensively accepts the gouged prices of his first meal in Los
Angeles, but not before his situation has been broadcasted to his new would-be friends. Here the
viewer watches Max struggle under the social pressure to meet a metronormative aesthetic that
comes at too high a cost. Max's opposed positionality as a rural queer in an urban space is best
summarized at the end of dinner. Sitting at a table full of strangers talking around him but not
with him, Max tries to enter the conversation another way. He tells a story about lobsters that
resonates the loneliness that he is feeling in this group of queer women. The story, meant to be a
joke, is about lobsters in a pot of boiling water. Max claims a pot of female lobsters will drag
each other down so it needs no lid (32:42-39:49). The pressure Max feels in this moment, in a
room he does not feel he belongs, reverberates through the room as he tells his story. No sense of
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community, that is the moral of Max's story and the moral left to the subaltern viewer who
watches as Max never finds a home in the women of West Hollywood.
The Product of Limited Utopia
In "Of Other Spaces" Foucault argues that the ideological controversies that create
popular discourse are a struggle between dominant narratives that inhabit a space and the true
inhabitants. The construction of narrative history is dictated by popular perception— what have
those who’ve been given agency said about the space— and therefore is a manifestation of
commercial consciousness (332). The L Word functions as the commodification of a monolithic
queer cultural experience; queer life depicted in this show is exclusionary and simplified to sell
to a popular audience. As such, it is a misrepresentation of queer space in West Hollywood. The
setting of The L Word stipulates a culturally and socioeconomically homogenous concept of
queer culture that excludes minority and divergent queer bodies; therefore, it is a manifested
heterotopic space created to advertise a safe lesbian narrative digestible to the masses. The show
primarily excludes undesirable but very real inhabitants of the urban space such as the homeless,
the culturally and racially divergent, and a myriad of genders performing here. Chaiken does not
erase these bodies in their entirety, she simply glimpses them and then fades them into the
background or to the periphery of the audience. She brings the narrative that sells to the main
stage and therefore perpetuates the subjugation of the subaltern queer.
The ramifications of creating an imaginary urban lesbian utopia free from condemnation
are that people who live divergent lifestyles are coerced into aligning themselves with the
cosmopolitan ideologies purported. The narrative is telling rural and suburban queers they must
leave, and it is telling them that where they are going is just as unlikely to accept them for their
performance as a heteronormative community would. There is no space for self-expression when
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there is a single queer narrative. By imposing a metronormative lifestyle through mass media on
the rest of the world, we are erasing the cultures and identities of all other queer expressions that
are just as valid. This socially constructed policing reinforces the commercialization of selfexpression, by validating the high cost of admission through styles of dress and pricey acceptable
living and leisure spaces. Metronormativity subordinates any identity that does not reify the
established restriction of queer modes of performance. What, then, does this exclusionary
utopian narrative do to the representation-starved viewer? It creates dissonance. If we
decentralize queer narratives, we take back that power. Lesbian women do not just live in cities,
they are not just the wealthy white elite, queer expression is diverse and should be recognized as
such in media. Create more media, new media, diverse media. Wash out the single story.
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CHAPTER THREE
Queer Narrative Glitch and Revision: An Analysis of Queerbaiting in TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles and
the Implications of a Fan-Produced Narrative
In the early 2000s, American popular culture was awash with a closeted “Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell” stance on queer expression in mainstream media, a result of the cultural climate of
gay rights activism and heterodominant policing of queer bodies in the 1980s and 90s. Because
of the prominence of the sociopolitical queer movement, mainstream media’s stance became one
of pandering to a large minority group while simultaneously denying the acceptance of their
divergent lifestyles. Hollywood producers began a campaign of bait-and-switch narratives
presented to queer consumers yearning for mainstream representation in television programming.
Although there has been an upsurge of explicit queer narratives in recent years, producers
continue to use deceptive queerbaiting tactics to solicit queer viewership. Explicit queer
representation in mainstream narrative elicits empathy from the heteronormative majority of
American viewers. It validates the queer minority as always already present, repairing relations
between the heterodominant and queer community—breaking the illusion that queer issues are
niche, separate from the majority. Producers have the power to unify disenfranchised
communities by giving them a narrative voice, a voice that could have helped many queer
individuals during the AIDS crisis. Producers had the tools to bring queer stories into the homes
of millions of Americans; the violent death of millions alerted industries to an untapped market
of queer consumers present. However, Hollywood felt the heterocentric sociopolitical pressure to
ignore queer bodies in public spaces; this pressure led to normalizing culturally accepted tactics
of “solicitation and silence” in the production process—queerbaiting.
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Fictional television programming, a site of culture construction in America, is one of
many media spaces that continuously mask queer expression. Producers of these narratives hide
behind a presumed heterodominant viewership. However, modern-day fans refuse to be silenced
and the age of instant global communication has transformed public discourse to meet the needs
of the viewer. Queer theorists have raked over the heteronormative narratives of canonical works
and picked apart the seemingly platonic relationships of straight presenting leading men and
women. The LGBTQ community has learned to read the sidelong glances, emotional bonds, and
physical contact between the self-proclaimed straight characters of their favorite shows.
Theorists and lay-readers alike found the queer between the pages, emphasizing homoromantic
relationships to disrupt the compulsory heteronormative narrative. Plenty of these theories and
non-canonical readings have been criticized, discredited, and ridiculed by conservative
consumers as mere speculation and wishful thinking. However, the modern queer public
discourse shifts the emphasis from the conventional readings of heterocentric narratives.
Advancement in global communication enhances the people's ability to talk back to the text and
publicly oust systemic oppression. The disgruntled viewer can now hop online and quickly
distort viewers' heterocentric perception of connotatively queer narratives.
One outlet for queer communities that have attempted to bridge the gap between
mainstream media and LGBTQ culture is slash fiction. Slash fandom offers community and selfrepresentation in a void of queer narrative truths in mainstream media. Disillusioned queer
consumers combat heterodominant policing through fan-produced narratives. Online fan
communities diminish the traditional strictures of public discourse, creating new narrative spaces
where the reader has a say in how they are represented. Slash fiction reconstructs popular
narratives to highlight character relationships that either do not exist in the original text, are
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hinted at but never come to fruition, or are inadequately represented— for this reason, the queer
community has adopted slash fiction to create representation where mass media has left a glaring
chasm.
I argue these consumer-generated productions constitute cultural glitch art; the theoretical
concept glitch best describes the break in the sociopolitical systems of oppression. Glitch theory,
a school of digital humanities (DH) criticism that derived from sound studies, arose in DH due to
the 21st-century age of technology and communication. The word “glitch” has traditionally been
synonymous with a hiccup or break in the expected function of a machine. Digital humanities
expand the technological definition of the glitch to include breaks in rhetorical systems of social
discourse. Cultural glitches highlight the faults in perceived "reality"—humans' tendency to
accept socially constructed "truths" as absolute facts. For example, the conventional assumption
that all characters in a book are white and straight until the author explicitly states that they are
not. No rule says this is the case and visual media representations of these characters depicted
any other way would break that notion: the glitch is presented when a white-heterocentric
perceived reality is questioned by alternative readings of a text. Take, for example, the racial and
queer controversies surrounding the Harry Potter book series: Rowling never said in the original
series that Albus Dumbledore was straight or that Hermione Granger was white, but popular
renderings of these characters that came well after the series was finished caused an uproar
among fans. Alternative imaginings of these characters highlighted a systemic issue —a socially
constructed reality —a cultural system of oppression.
Advancement in technology allows systemic breaks to be captured, criticized, and
manipulated by active consumers. If you can capture the break in the system and present it to the
public, it becomes harder to ignore the flaws in the system. If fan communities capture all of the
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homoromantic moments between two characters who are assumed to be straight, the queer
reading is harder to deny. Queerbaiting represents the cultural glitch in homoromantic narratives
that present as heterocentric. A cultural glitch manifests when baiting producers attempt to
covertly solicit the queer viewers and expect no pushback from the baited community. The glitch
is emphasized when those same viewers capture the solicitous materials and enter them into
public discourse as explicitly queer. Queerbaiting tactics from the original text are captured and
manipulated by fan producers; they present their erasure to a cynical heterocentric audience by
acknowledging homoromantic connections that are traditionally ignored. Constructing new queer
narratives washes away the pretense that textual subjects should be assumed straight. The fan
producer disrupts heterocentric systems of oppression by providing textual evidence from the
original narrative that proves the queer is written into the original text. Slash fiction highlights
the queerness of texts that pass as heteronormative narratives and establishes an always already
present queer rhetoric.
Through an analysis of queer moments in Rizzoli & Isles (TNT), I label the queerbaiting
tactics of mainstream producers as a cultural glitch in the heterocentric narrative. I argue queer
fan-produced narratives are glitch art because they use those narrative glitches to construct new
homoromantic works. Additionally, these fan-produced texts highlight the exclusion of queer
stories in a variety of mainstream American television narratives. Lastly, I will address the
transactional relationship in the fan-based system of production and query the implications of a
new closed system that excludes a diverse range of queer readers. Cisgender white queer
individuals dominate Rizzoli & Isles fan spaces; what new problems does that cause for divergent
slash fiction producers and consumers? Through this analysis, I hope to open inquiry into the
imaginative futures of a fan-based model of self-represented queer narratives.
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Queer Shipping and Rizzoli & Isles
Many queer fan communities are formed in response to the lack of representative, selfreported, and/or reflective queer narratives in mainstream media. Queer shippers—fans of the
queer coupling of textually explicit heteronormative characters—reimagine the lives and loves of
their favorite texts to fill a void in popular representation. Technological advancements in
communication have solidified fan communities online; social media has launched fandoms into
popular culture turning queer slash fandoms into household portmanteaus—Drarry (Draco
Malfoy and Harry Potter, Harry Potter), Johnlock (John Watson and Sherlock Holmes, Sherlock
Holmes), Destiel (Dean and Castiel, Supernatural), and Rizzles (Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles,
Rizzoli & Isles). The popularity and proliferation of fan-produced narratives bring the
heterocentric narrative glitch to a wider audience, exposing queerbaiting tactics to more viewers.
The "shipper" creates their narrative built on the backs of a policed heteronormative narrative,
distorting the socially constructed "reality" through self-representation.
Although it presents as a heteronormative narrative, TNT’s crime drama Rizzoli & Isles is
well-known for its predominantly lesbian fanbase. Originally adapted from a series of detective
novels by Tess Gerritsen, the television series took on an entirely new tone that centered around
the lives and relationships of the two titular characters, Boston Homicide Detective Jane Rizzoli
and Chief Medical Examiner, Doctor Maura Isles. The television drama was admittedly
transfigured to create personable and relatable characters that would attract empathetic viewers.
Show creator and co-writer Janet Tamaro's goal was to demonstrate the bond between the two
women as they faced the harsh and violent realities of their work lives. She accomplishes this by
tying the two heterosexual protagonists together in a homosocial relationship. Tamaro
succeeded; the seven-season hit series has the highest viewership in network history to this day.
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The problem is that homosocial undertones of the show bordered on homosexual: Rizzoli & Isles
played with the line between best friend and lover consistently through its seven-year run. When
the question inevitably arose (as to whether or not the protagonists were friends or lovers), the
network denied the show's obvious queerness. They chose, instead, to make light of the queer
viewers' cry for explicit representation. Showrunners and cast members took interviews,
laughing off viewers' queer interpretation of Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles's relationship;
however, fan-producers combatted this negative commentary with mountains of slash content,
immortalizing the implicit queer moments (glitches) present in the 'straight' narrative.
The Queer Glitch
The term “glitch” represents a negatively connotated break in the expected process of an
established system; however, glitch theorists hope to assuage a more positive connotation that
opens the system to a range of uses beyond the producer’s original vision. Foundational glitch
theorist Rosa Menkman defines the glitch as “an actual and/or simulated break from an expected
or conventional flow of information or meaning within (digital) communication systems that
results in a perceived accident or error” (The Glitch Moment(um) 9). In both sound studies and
digital humanities, the glitch is captured to signify breaks in technological systems, such as
feedback from a radio transmission, broken pixels in a digital image, or unformatted lines of
code in a computer user interface. The glitch breaks the perception that technology is flawless,
that manmade systems flow autonomously without the "fingerprints" of a human creator. Glitch
theorists such as Menkman contend that all systems are corrupted because they are manmade. In
fact, Menkman addresses the technological era's (software) upgrade culture in the first tenet of
her "Glitch Studies Manifesto": "The dominant, continuing search for a noiseless channel has
been—and will always be—no more than a regrettable, ill-fated dogma" (Moment(um) 11). By
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contending that all systems are flawed, Menkman establishes that creator (or producer) bias is
intrinsic in any system. A glitch is simply a system not working the way it was intended— a
break, a malfunction, a momentary divergence from the status quo. Because producer oversight
can cause a glitch, this technological concept can be adapted to interpret cultural and social
systems. In terms of the cultural glitch, the system signifies preconceived notions of homogeneity
in society—assuming that everyone sees the world as you do, or that all people operate the same
in a given social space; a cultural glitch is a momentary incident that breaks the conventions of a
particular society’s public discourse. For example, in Rizzoli & Isles, there is a preconceived
notion that viewers accept the women as straight despite the solicitous queer narrative. The
producers intentionally suffuse a homoromantic narrative into the text to entice queer viewers to
watch; queerbaiting breaks that preconceived notion. Cultural assumptions shroud intrinsic
biases. I argue that, socially, the glitch occurs most frequently when dominant majority
(white/cisgender/heterocentric /male) producers construct systems embedded with unchecked
biases of their privileged perspective. The Rizzoli & Isles producers’ bias here is that they can get
away with queerbaiting without pushback from viewers. The capture of the homoromantic
moment (the glitch) by viewers breaks this ongoing presumptive system of heterocentric
oppression.
The queer glitch signifies breaks in heterocentric systems of oppression and cultural
biases that disenfranchise LGBTQ+ people. When I discuss the queer glitch in this chapter, I am
referring to glitches in heterocentric television narratives. Menkman claims that streamlined
systems “[are] as non-interfering as possible, enabling the audience to forget about the presence
of the medium (system/producer) and believe in the presence and directness of immediate
transmission” (14). Adapting Menkman’s concept to narrative transmission (encoding/decoding),
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smooth transmission would mean the plausible believability of the narrative. In the case of
Rizzoli & Isles and the heteronormative narrative, that means the audience’s assumption that the
characters are straight goes unquestioned, and that the queerbaiting is ignored in public
discourse.
Producers of queer-baited heterocentric narratives introduce homoromantic content to
solicit queer audiences but they do not expect those moments to be decoded by heteronormative
viewers, only their queer counterparts. The "system" in this context is the public perception that
narratives are heteronormative unless the queerness is explicitly stated. The "glitch" is the
solicitous homoromantic moments depicted in the show—capturable instances that stack up to
prove queer reading of a show is valid. Producers have used queer connotation to attract
LGBTQ+ viewers for decades—this is a system of oppression that distorts queer narrative space
in mainstream television. When queerness in a narrative is connotative, the heterocentric viewer
can discount the queer moment and claim divergent queer readings are false—the characters are
straight and there is no other way to read them. When the producer introduces overt queer
connotation the queer reading becomes harder to ignore. In other words, if a heterocentric show
producer intentionally solicits queer viewers, then the glitch occurs when homoromantic
moments disrupt public perception that the show is heteronormative. The glitch gives the
divergent reader license to recode the message in their image, which is where slash production
and the glitch meet: every heteronormative production is analyzed for underlying queer
networks, the queer moments are extracted, and recompiled into new queer narratives.
Baiting and Glitch
In the past several decades, queerbaiting has been a common practice of heteronormative
textual producers who are aware of a changing cultural landscape. Producers are socially
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unmotivated to include queer narratives explicitly but financially motivated to cater to the needs
of the disenfranchised. Judith Fathallah, in her article “Moriarty’s Ghost: Or the Queer
Disruption of the BBC’s Sherlock,” defines queerbaiting as:
a strategy by which writers and networks attempt to gain the attention of queer viewers
via hints, jokes, gestures, and symbolism suggesting a queer relationship between two
characters, and then emphatically denying and laughing off the possibility. Denial and
mockery reinstate a heteronormative narrative that poses no danger of offending
mainstream viewers at the expense of queer eyes. (491)
Unchecked solicitation to the queer community perpetuates a yearning in the viewers that is
never resolved because the producer fears retribution from the heterocentric majority
demographic. When queerbaiting results in alternative fan production (queer narratives), similar
microaggressions diminish the legitimacy of queer readings of heteronormative texts. Privileged
(heteronormative) opposition believes that slash fiction is a feeble attempt to pervert the canon.
Those who denounce fan-production as literature fail to see the revelatory practices of unifying
underlying homoromantic themes in compulsory heteronormative presenting narratives. They do
not recognize the damaging consequences of baiting a queer audience.
Queerbaiting in the presence of LGBTQ readers glitches the heterocentric system of
oppression and subordination; fan producers then transform public discourse when they
proliferate new queer narratives from the subtext. In his article "Queerbaiting: The 'Playful'
Possibilities of Homoeroticism," Brennan suggests that the term "-baiting" is too connotatively
pejorative considering queerbaiting television narratives manifest the queer imaginary that fuels
fan communities. He asserts that queer readers should see beyond "representational harm" and
consider the plausible queer space made relevant by homoerotic/homosocial subtext (186).
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Brennan views the queerbait narrative as a jumping-off point for queer community to construct
fan-produced queer text; I however argue that fan communities are fairly isolated pockets of
revolt against systemic oppressors with megaphones. Brennan does not tackle the discourse
surrounding the queer fan community when he labels queer-"baiting" as productive. While it is
true that queerbaiting opens a window to queer expression and visibility in public forums, the
stigma proliferated by the derision of slash fandom communities must be considered. I
acknowledge that we would not be here—discussing the potential of slash fandom—without the
baiter; however, there are broader repercussions to a 'baiting' popular media culture.
Mainstream narrative voice still holds authority over cultural production; the danger of
silencing or trivializing queer expression in mainstream narratives is best established by theorist
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick in Epistemology of the Closet. If we accept the queerbaiting moments in
popular narratives as glitches of the heterodominant system, fan productions become glitch art.
Queerbaiting culture is reminiscent of the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” culture in which it was bred.
Sedgwick argues a “culture of silence” sets a false precedent that categorically diminishes the
“issue of active importance primarily for a [presumed] small, distinct, relatively fixed
homosexual minority” (1). Although many slash fandoms have gained traction in popular media,
a culture of silence still allows the heteronormative majority to ignore or throw away queer
readings as illegitimate, subordinate, and/or periphery. Slash bashing is a pejorative system of
oppression— a microaggression by heterocentric outsiders who deny the legitimacy of queer
readings. Fandoms combat mainstream depictions of being outlier communities worthy of
derision; they are open to popularly dismissive rhetoric.
As Brennan argues, the playful imaginary is clipped from the heteronormative narrative
and repurposed; fan production absorbs the glitch and gives agency to the disenfranchised. Queer
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breaks in the heteronormative narrative leak through and open discourse to disrupt the status quo.
Popular cultural discourse maintains the status quo; disruptions in the discourse and in
technology are considered glitches— or undesirable. In her article “Digital Dualism and the
Glitch Feminism Manifesto,” Legacy Russell suggests glitch feminism (as a theoretical lens)
unravels the negative connotations of the term glitch. Russell asserts "This glitch I speak of here
calls for a breaking from the hegemony of a "structured system" infused with the pomp and
circumstance of patriarchy, one that for all too long has marginalized female-identified bodies
and continues to offend our sensibilities by giving us only a piece of the pie and assuming our
satisfaction" (Russell). Glitch art subverts the negative connotation of the glitch by opening
closed-circuit narrative systems to the imaginations of all users. New media formats aim to mend
the bridge between a socially produced erasure of queer existence by disrupting the rhetorical
narrative through self-expression. Slash fiction is repaired public discourse, it includes queer
people who traditionally are pushed to the periphery of public perception.
As previously discussed in Chapter Two, socially constructed “realities” are manifested
through narrative—people of color, the culturally and/or ethnically diverse, individuals with low
socioeconomic status, women, and queer-identified individuals all face erasure/misrepresentation
in public discourse. The term “glitch” is connotatively negative but intentional glitch art, such as
fan production, uses the glitch to resolve social exclusion. Russell argues that the glitch produces
agency: “A Glitch Feminist acknowledges the value of visuality, and the revolutionary role that
digital practice has in expanding the construction, deconstruction, and re-presentation of the
female-identifying corpus” (Russell). Russell establishes the glitch as a rhetorical narrative
device; I draw a parallel in operation for the queer imaginary. Oppressive narrative systems deny
the presence of divergent individuals in shared spaces; narratives written by and for the dominant
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majority ignore divergent consumer demographics; fan production brings this system of erasure
to others’ attention.
Russell explains the playful possibilities of manipulating the glitch as a “choose-yourown-adventure” narrative; building on Russell’s argument, I argue that slash fiction demonstrates
the positive outcome of transforming a glitched narrative. Referencing video glitches, Russell
posits that the still frame when a video freezes is frustrating initially, but that this momentary
lapse could result in a more positive conclusion. She asserts that the pause allows the reader to
use their imagination and come to their resolution ("Digital Dualism"). The "choose-our-ownadventure" narrative that Russell endorses is an inclusive mold that incorporates new narratives
and attributes a positive conclusion of the reader's design. The fan producer manifests an
inclusive text by cutting the divergent moments from the heteronormative text, filling gaps in
connotatively queer narratives, and revising the rhetorical narrative to include the always already
present consumer. Building on established dominant narratives illustrates all the ways in which
the divergent body has been erased from heterocentric narrative spaces.
The Bait
The popularity of TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles—which garnered nearly nine million viewers
weekly, a record-breaking number for the network (Hochman)—can be attributed to the
queerbait-and-switch narrative purported by the screenplay, actor performances, and commercial
(auxiliary) paratexts that draw viewers in. Rizzoli & Isles’ consistent cultural glitch of suggestive
homoromanticism indicates that the queer relationship is integral to the storyline; however, queer
viewers do not mutually benefit from the quasi-queer narrative. The prevalence of homoromantic
advertisement indicates that majority viewership hinges on unfulfilled desire. Lesbian viewers
waiting for their needs to be met feed the ratings and therefore profit margins for the producer.
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The primary queer viewer interest can be verified by simply typing in “Rizzoli & Isles” into a
Google search bar and reading the suggested searches that generate. The viewer searching online
for queer content will quickly find promotional photoshoots where Jane and Maura are either
embracing one another or cuffed together. They will find interviews where the actors are asked
about their on-screen chemistry or flat out if the characters’ relationship is more than friendly.
The queer glitch is persistent in Rizzoli & Isles: queer moments are intentionally scattered
throughout the text and later addressed in promotional interviews. All of the overt queerness
present in the show is reflected in fan works; the heterocentric skew of public perception is
countered by Rizzoli & Isles showrunner’s blatant solicitation. The high volume of queer-themed
inquiry indicates the prevalence of the queer glitch in this heterocentric narrative.
The homoromantic glitch in Rizzoli & Isles is intentionally prevalent; I use overt
examples of queerness from season one to highlight the producers’ intent. The first episode
establishes the homoromantic relationship between Jane and Maura through intimate sidebars, an
intimate sleepover, and a conversation that explicitly questions the romantic nature of their
intended dynamic. In the pilot episode, Jane spends the night in Maura's guest room; Doctor Isles
gets into the guest bed and scoots as close as possible to the detective. Jane's response is to
explicitly ask Maura, "Are we having a sleepover, or is this your way of telling me you're
attracted to me?" (“See One…”). The question will they, won’t they? hangs over audiences
throughout the series; the glitch presents itself immediately, forcing viewers to question the
theme of the narrative when Maura chooses not to answer Jane's straightforward question. I
argue this queer solicitation is intentional because moments like these keep critical audiences
from labeling the narrative as purely heterocentric.
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Another clearly solicitous moment in the narrative itself is episode seven of season one in
it its entirety; this episode removed the connotation from the queer in its entirety and openly
divulged in heterocentric queer byplay. The consequences of the overt queerness in this episode
are reflected in a great deal of the fan works that, again, constitute glitch art—or compilation and
reconstruction of the queer moment in heterocentric narratives. For example, in this episode,
titled "I Kissed a Girl" Jane and Maura verbally consider their sexual preferences and gender
roles, posing the question, what if we were lesbians:
MAURA. I wonder what kind of women we would like, if we liked women.
JANE. What? Well um, first of all, I would be the guy.
MAURA. That’s a cliché. Why would you be the guy?
JANE. Because.
ISLES. Because you’re bossy?
JANE. So are you.
MAURA. No, I’m not.
RIZZOLI. Yes, yes you are, you’re just soft and polite when you’re bossing people
around.
ISLES. Well, it’s a good thing you’re not my type.
RIZZOLI. What do you mean I’m not your type? That is so rude.
ISLES. [laughs] Well, you don’t know how to relax, and you wear your shoes and your
clothes to bed, and you just admitted that you’re bossy.
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Queer fans have produced, reproduced, and speculated this scene in slash fiction to the extent
that the gender play in "I Kissed a Girl" has been immortalized. A majority of slash fiction in this
fandom plays with the dynamic between the titular characters constructed in this scene. This
conversation takes place as Maura scoots closer to Jane in a full-sized—for the second time in a
season. Their bodies are aligned so that their sides touch from shoulder to toe. Still, Maura turns
her head to face Jane, the viewer must assume her warm breath can be felt against the cheek of
Detective Rizzoli. The conversation takes place only six weeks after Jane asked if Maura was
romantically interested in her in the previous sleepover scene.
The queer viewer, starved for media representation, would
assume this is a less than subtle follow-up to Jane's question.
The bait seeker certainly would connect these two moments. I
argue that this homoromantically charged plotline is dispersed
solely for the benefit of the queer viewer. Even the episode
title "I Kissed a Girl" is a reference to a heterocentric queer

Figure 2: Jane and Maura Bed-Scene
Collage

narrative; the title references the popular Katy Perry song by
the same title detailing the experience of a heterosexual-identified female protagonist
experimenting with another woman (and liking it). The dialogue, stage direction, episode
advertisement (title) all point to lesbian viewership solicitation. The cultural glitch revealed in
this scene is the knowledge the reader has that this storyline and all the other queer moments are
explicitly written into the text were generated before any transactional relationship between the
author and the active reader. Frequent undercurrents of lesbian rhetoric of this caliber cannot be
logically discredited as unintentional solicitation.
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The picture shown in Figure 2 perfectly exemplifies the viewers’ ability to capture the
queer glitch in scenes like these, and the fan-producers’ ability to combine the incidents to tell a
new story. Figure 2 depicts three separate instances of Jane and Maura sharing a bed after a long
day’s work. The image itself was uploaded by a self-identified queer shipper from the “Rizzles”
fan community, Eire Boaland. The image both demonstrates the on-screen closeness (as two of
the compiled images are still frames of the scene I discussed above) and exemplifies viewers’
ability to capture and highlight the producers’ glitch for what it is: a presumption that queer
solicitation in a heterocentric narrative will only capture the divergent viewer’s attention. The
Pinterest user sarcastically titled the compilation “Yea, That’s Heterosexuality if I’ve Ever Seen
It” and posted it to his personal account (Boaland). Fan producers like Boaland call mainstream
media viewers’ attention to the discrepancies between the explicit and implied relationship of
Tamaro’s Rizzoli & Isles; many of the fan works referenced in interviews are in explicit
conversation with the showrunners’ denial of the nature of the characters’ relationship. The
producers’ appeal to the queer audience in Rizzoli & Isles without true representation—the
glitch—becomes the cultural harbinger of revision, through fan production.
The consumer gets fed empty promises through constant suggestion and is treated as
supplementary to a fandom and a viewership that they themselves fuel. the show production
team and cast are aware of the high concentration of queer viewership, yet they deny the queer
reading despite the mounds of glitch evidence. Tamaro states explicitly in an interview, “The
lesbian theory endlessly amuses me, and it amuses the cast... Rizzoli and Isles have been
heterosexual from the first episode, though there is no way I would want to interfere with my
viewers' fantasy lives” (Tamaro qtd in Hochman). Tamaro's comment exemplifies the system at
play: if she denies the show's obvious queerness then heterocentric viewers can continue to
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oppose alternative readings of the narrative. In two separate segments of the popular Conan
O’Brian show (CONAN), O'Brian hosts Sasha Alexander and Angie Harmon; in each segment,
he focuses on queer fan art and fan theories. A sample of the conversation between O'Brian and
Sasha Alexander, the actress who portrays Doctor Isles:
CONAN. There’s actually speculation that your characters, and fans have brought this
up, they make fan art—and we talked earlier in the show about fans that make art—the
fans are convinced that you and Angie—they like to create situations where you two are
lovers.
ALEXANDER. Yeah… [laughter]. But you know what, listen we have chemistry we
look like very—I think it’s just the two of us. We look very different and so for whatever
reason, women who are straight respond to us; they like our characters, and then women
who are gay, and men, whatever, they sort of look at it in a sexual way.
CONAN. Well, here’s some of the fan art, we’ve got three pictures [shows three pieces of
fan art]
ALEXANDER. I was going to say that they are thinking of calling our show, season four,
Rizzoli “On” Isles.
CONAN. Nice.
ALEXANDER. Would that work?
CONAN. I’ll watch every episode, frame by frame.
Acknowledgment of the fan community here works dually to solicit more queer viewers;
however, fan community is already established, for those viewers it inspires dissonance. Despite
the clear shift of the narrative—what has been emphasized as central to the key fanbase—
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showrunners and cast continue to deny the overarching queer narrative. They choose instead to
laugh away the queer reading of the show and hide behind the heterocentric systems that
empower queerbaiting rhetoric. O’Brian and Alexander’s derisive discussion maintains the status
quo by undermining the validity of the queer narrative. They are laughing at this
"misunderstanding" of the text and situating lesbian sexuality as a pleasure center for cisgender
heterosexual men—a well-documented exploitative tradition in mainstream media. The
heteronormative context demonstrates the cultural glitch as a sociopolitical adherence to
compulsory heterosexuality in popular discourses. Realize that fan production is a response to
the queer reading being discredited in social spaces such as these.
Paratexts for the TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles, like the Conan interview, are complicit in the
commercialization of Jane and Maura’s homoromantic relationship. Interviews, commercials,
and ads all publicize the ambiguous nature of their on-screen chemistry. Rizzoli & Isles paratext
(promotional text) is responsible for reeling in a large queer fanbase— the original bait that
brings queer readers to the table. Eve Ng refers to official supplementary texts that are generated
to promote the primary text as paratext, a concept borrowed from Gerard Genette—which he
defines as threshold texts that preface the narrative (Paratexts 2). In “Between Text, Paratext,
and Context,” Ng discusses the use of paratexts to queer bait audiences into watching televisions
shows, specifically in TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles and CW’s The 100 (1). Ng asserts that paratexts
contextualize queer baiting into mainstream media discourse, highlighting the concrete realness
of queer readings of heteronormative narratives (5). Rizzoli & Isles’ paratext is notorious among
queer fans who, to answer their burning questions concerning the fate of their favorite pair, scour
the internet and consume the available content for concrete evidence of their suspicions. The
queer readers' response to solicitation and denial manifested a community of disenfranchised
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viewers with the ammunition to build their own narrative around the plethora of discounted
queer narrative scraps.
Slash Fiction as Glitch Art
In “Digital Dualism and the Glitch Feminism Manifesto,” Russell exemplifies the glitch
in terms of a sexual climax. She paints a picture of a woman sitting in front of a computer screen
watching porn and suddenly the screen freezes (“Digital Dualism”). Does the moment end or
does the viewer get creative? The need for release during the sex act gives a vivid picture of the
neglected viewers’ state of mind. Like Russell's subject, the queer viewer wants an ending; they
want the protagonists' queerness to be recognized and their interpretation to be validated. The
desire for completion of the queer narrative is a physical and emotional need for release. Lesbian
audiences of TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles watched and waited, episode after episode, season after
season for Jane and Maura to legitimize their homoromantic relationship. All rising action
without a climax left viewers unsatisfied and disillusioned with Hollywood politics. Denying the
fanbase satisfactory closure opens the door to interpretation so that the reader may find their
release to the constantly building tensions. Slash fandom is the result of viewers’ mounting
frustration with the clipped narrative.
The fanbase’s need to acknowledge that they were being pandered to produced hundreds
of thousands of queer narratives based on Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles. The glitch resulted in the
formation of a large and active fan community that continues to produce works of art and
literature years after the TNT series has ended. Denouncing Tamaro’s queerbaiting tactics and
mainstream media censorship, the lesbian fan community has either partially or entirely removed
the original narrative genre. Rizzles fan works operate as cultural glitch art by adapting the queer
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slips from the show to create visual media and literature accentuating the homoerotic relationship
between the titular characters that the producer wishes to remain unverifiable.
Glitch art is protest art; it antagonizes the message that we all live in the same world, that
humans are conveyor belt copies of one image. Without pushback from readers, the producer of
a heteronormative narrative can assume no liability for their own bias that is written into the
narrative. Revealing homosocial and homoromantic plots and characterizations in a
heteronormative text opens the popular discourse to interpretation and revision by the active
reader. Rizzoli & Isles “glitch art” is the fan-produced queer images and stories that capture
homoromantic show content and reassemble it to provide consumers with a new homocentric
narrative. The new narrative both builds an inclusive system and consequently opens the original
narrative to criticism—questioning heterocentric readings with composite evidence of the
underlying queer narrative. In other words, each new piece of evidence collected from the
original narrative that points to queer viewer solicitation further validates accusations of
queerbaiting in mainstream narratives.
By generating fan-produced narratives, the queer community builds worlds where they
see themselves as a constant presence, an always already. Slash fiction in the Rizzles fandoms
crosses genre boundaries and base narrative; each story works to meet the needs of the consumer
by telling stories in a plethora of story arcs, that fill the representational needs of the queer
audience. Rizzles slash fiction comes in many forms—from text canon stories that follow the
detective narrative to other genres such as short story coming out dramas, explorative coming-toterms tales, erotica, novel-length coming-of-age stories, fantasy and sci-fi fictions, romance,
thrillers, and more. Through fan production, queer protagonists are living out the same fictional
and fantastic tales they have been denied in popular narratives for centuries, narratives such as
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the action-packed fantasy Suspension of Disbelief by Fanfiction.net user AngieB628. In
Suspension of Disbelief, readers meet a dark and supernaturally gifted Detective Jane Rizzoli
who seduces and enthralls an unsuspecting Doctor Maura Isles; the novel follows the
romantically bonded pair of protagonists as they evade the authorities who would like nothing
more than to dissect Rizzoli and find out what makes her tick. Desire is apparent in a wide
variety of narratives produced— the desire of readers to see themselves reflected in all genres of
narrative. Through self-representation fan-production repairs the glitch, the lack of
representation, and lesbian narratives become a part of the mainstream, not the minority fringe
group as they are depicted by popular media. Heteronormative cisgender white individuals can
turn on the television and a character with which they can empathize on almost every channel.
They can imagine themselves filling leading roles because these roles have predominantly been
filled by them in almost every book, every show, every movie. The divergent individual has a
handful of roles to play. If there is any representation at all; they are side characters, the gay best
friend, the side characters parent, a two-episode arc, or relegated to one late-night show—a
made-for-queer narrative that is just as alienating from the mainstream, the normalized. Spaces
that can be found in fan fiction forums allow the missing narrative to be accessed and fulfills the
desires for full-spectrum representation that haunt divergent readers.
Fan production also ensures that queer issues are addressed; representation means that
queer individuals can envision the problems that they face in the real world through the safety of
stories. Through narrative, the queer individual can process issues such as homophobia, comingout, family life, interpersonal relationships, working relationships, religion, public derision and
antagonization, and other issues that arise because of personal divergence from the normative.
The relationship and struggles written in Fanfiction.net user GypsyHope's text Wonderful
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Unknown is a prime example of queer-specific conflict played out in narrative. In Wonderful
Unknown, the reader follows high school jock Jane and her nerdy girlfriend Maura as they lean
on each other for support while coming to terms with their sexuality and coming out to their
families. Storytelling is a therapeutic act, finding allies and the similarly victimized between the
pages of a book; stories like Wonderful Unknown are free and accessible to those who may be
facing these issues in their own home life. They allow the reader to lean on hopeful futures in
times of strife or struggle.
Social Media and the Transformation of Authorship
Considering the Other as periphery in a social system is a violent act against divergent
users who exist in a constant state of discursive oppression; fan-produced narrative (glitch art)
establishes spaces controlled by the divergent consumer. Russell suggests as much when she
asserts that glitch constructs imaginative futures for the disenfranchised: "We want to claim for
ourselves permanent seats at the table, an empowered means of demarcating space that can be
possessed by us in entirety, a veritable "room of [our] own" that, despite the strides made via
feminist political action, has yet to truly belong to us" (Russell). Russell works to establish a
pleasure in upending the system to highlight the individual excluded. Fan production builds
community and digital communication builds queer spaces; they both distort perceptions of
homogeneity embedded in social systems.
As Russell suggests, the momentary glitch can give users the access and the tools to
construct a “room of our own” (“Digital Dualism); fan production constructs positive queer
social space where queer desires are expressed and fulfilled. Fans of the show become fans of
community-produced media; the producer-consumer relationship is transactional in near realtime which draws in active members of the fan community. Queer community in fan mediums is
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built through multiple transactions: in social media forums and on fanfiction websites consumers
and producers interact with one another. Fan producers become or are already consumers of fan
production; they are heterocentric narrative consumers who leave the television medium. In the
fan community, they find or construct queer narratives of beloved homoromantic characters.
When new texts are published on fan sites, readers comment on new stories to convey their
desires to other producers. They promote authors they consider worthwhile, suggest new
plotlines to authors whom they have direct access to, request new narratives that perpetuate the
idiosyncrasies of a favorited author. Authors and artists respond to fan desires and interact with
their fanbase in informal settings. Prompts and requests for new stories are circulated throughout
the fandom and both producer and consumer feed off of one another.
A Not-So-New Glitch
Generating queer spaces through fan production has its advantages but stagnancy in
glitch art production problematizes these self-policed communities; the transactional relationship
manifested in these digital spaces quickly establishes a common culture among subscribers. Fan
communities manifest and proliferate new language and shorthand surrounding the narrative;
they rally around certain characterizations of the protagonists and reject the imaginings of others.
If an author strays too far from the established queer rhetoric of the fandom, the rejected text
moves so far down the fan-generated suggested reading lists that it becomes nearly inaccessible
to future consumers. In this self-policed vacuum, a certain percentage of the queer consumer
becomes the new majority, a homogenous queer ideal manifests around stagnant community
rhetoric.
Once the glitch is captured and revealed to the public, it is mimicable and can become
intentional, no longer temporary or unique—a constant concern for the glitch artist (Menkman,
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Glitch Manifesto 7). Fan-produced queer narratives are statically reproduced—consumers no
longer attempt to improve the system. The goal is to reproduce leading queer narrative results so
that the consumer may relive the moment of release they have been consistently denied. Queer
slash revision has been determined to have reached a utopic stage of inclusivity by the new
dominant queer reader. The proliferation of fan-generated media quickly absorbs the glitch and
creates a new system, "a new technology" as Menkman would refer to this now normalized queer
rhetoric. The new system however is not free of bias, it is only free of the biases that the reader
and author perceive. As the Rizzles fan community is fairly homogenous (white, middle-aged
cisgender women) this produces several issues in the new system. Due to the reparative nature of
queer fan production, cultural biases in the new narrative are ignored. As any computer user will
explain, no new system is free of glitches. Menkman asserts that “When these [glitches] become
normalized, glitch studies changes its focus or topic of study to find the current outsider of a new
technology or discourse” (Glitch Manifesto 11). Technological advancement is prefaced by
glitches, developer oversights, that have to be addressed in coming updates. Common rhetoric
among community members stops the reparative process and only ever proliferates homogenous
narratives.
I leave the following conundrum to further analysis in popular culture studies: I can
personally attest to the homogeneity of the fan artist community for Rizzoli & Isles—it is made
up predominantly of middle-aged white women who identify as lesbian. I came across this
troubling pattern while researching the fan community established fan fiction forums and social
media communities online. This demographic holds across popular fan fiction platforms such as
Fanfiction.net and An Archive of Their Own and in the more prolific Facebook and Tumblr
communities. The demographic skew in active fan authors' and artists' narratives disrupts clear
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representation for fans of color, culturally diverse fans, those who prescribe to other gender
identities, and many other queer fan demographics that make up the LGBTQ+ Rizzoli & Isles fan
community. Race is a contentious issue in Rizzles narratives; the singular ensemble character of
color, Detective Barry Frost is often subjected to Black stereotypes within the fandom.
Unpoliced, self-published authors maintain caricature-like crude and problematic concepts of
Black performance. Portrayed as an intelligent and integral part of the Boston Police Department
team on the show, Frost is often removed from the Rizzles narrative or portray as ignorant or
aggressive in fan fiction. The character is often reduced to a throwaway character who speaks
broken English or he is reduced to a racial punchline, alienating fans of color from the
community at large. Like the queer missing from the heteronormative popular narrative,
subaltern and subaltern queer individuals in the fan text are either underrepresented or
misrepresented.
Fan narratives for Rizzoli & Isles also frequently conform to heternormative gender
binaries that subject the two lesbian characters to socially constructed heterosexual coupling
dynamics—the masculine and the feminine. Jane Rizzoli is often described as the masculine
figure to a soft and supportive Maura Isles. In essence, this dynamic is a trace element of the
TNT narrative but is exacerbated in the romantic overtures of the fan rhetoric. As TNT played
with the homosocial/homosexual boundary, Tamaro perpetuated a narrative in which Jane would
play "the man" in the imagined queer narrative on the show. The "I Kissed a Girl" episode is
commonly reconstructed in Rizzles slash fiction, as it is one of the first explicitly stated queer
narratives in the TNT adaptation. The proliferation of a heteronormative queer binary is
damaging to the representation of gender non-conforming queer persons and lesbians who do not
subscribe to the binary— who may have otherwise found their likeness within the narrative.
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As a new original artifact, it is imperative that consumers do not become complacent in
the critique of fan productions; the process must begin again. The final revision must become the
first, and undergo criticisms as a new technology— embedded with all the cultural biases of the
authors who produce it. The inclusion of one minority group should not discount the next; an
array of uniquely intersectional individuals make up the queer community, adaptation must begin
again to include the Other queer into progressive queer spaces.
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CHAPTER THREE
Queer Narrative Glitch and Revision: An Analysis of Queerbaiting in TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles and
the Implications of a Fan-Produced Narrative
In the early 2000s, American popular culture was awash with a closeted “Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell” stance on queer expression in mainstream media, a result of the cultural climate of
gay rights activism and heterodominant policing of queer bodies in the 1980s and 90s. Because
of the prominence of the sociopolitical queer movement, mainstream media’s stance became one
of pandering to a large minority group while simultaneously denying the acceptance of their
divergent lifestyles. Hollywood producers began a campaign of bait-and-switch narratives
presented to queer consumers yearning for mainstream representation in television programming.
Although there has been an upsurge of explicit queer narratives in recent years, producers
continue to use deceptive queerbaiting tactics to solicit queer viewership. Explicit queer
representation in mainstream narrative elicits empathy from the heteronormative majority of
American viewers. It validates the queer minority as always already present, repairing relations
between the heterodominant and queer community—breaking the illusion that queer issues are
niche, separate from the majority. Producers have the power to unify disenfranchised
communities by giving them a narrative voice.; power that would have helped many queer
individuals during the AIDS crisis. Producers had the tools to bring queer stories into the homes
of millions of Americans; the violent death of millions alerted industries to an untapped market
of queer consumers present. However, Hollywood felt the heterocentric sociopolitical pressure to
ignore queer bodies in public spaces; this pressure led to normalizing culturally accepted tactics
of “solicitation and silence” in the production process—queerbaiting.
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Fictional television programming, a site of culture construction in America, is one of
many media spaces that continuously mask queer expression. Producers of these narratives hide
behind a presumed heterodominant viewership. However, modern-day fans refuse to be silenced
and the age of instant global communication has transformed public discourse to meet the needs
of the viewer. Queer theorists have raked over the heteronormative narratives of canonical works
and picked apart the seemingly platonic relationships of straight presenting leading men and
women. The LGBTQ community has learned to read the sidelong glances, emotional bonds, and
physical contact between the self-proclaimed straight characters of their favorite shows.
Theorists and lay-readers alike found the queer between the pages, emphasizing homoromantic
relationships to disrupt the compulsory heteronormative narrative. Plenty of these theories and
non-canonical readings have been criticized, discredited, and ridiculed by conservative
consumers as mere speculation and wishful thinking. However, the modern queer public
discourse shifts the emphasis from the conventional readings of heterocentric narratives.
Advancement in global communication enhances the people's ability to talk back to the text and
publicly oust systemic oppression. The disgruntled viewer can now hop online and quickly
distort viewers' heterocentric perception of connotatively queer narratives.
One outlet for queer communities that have attempted to bridge the gap between
mainstream media and LGBTQ culture is slash fiction. Slash fandom offers community and selfrepresentation in a void of queer narrative truths in mainstream media. Disillusioned queer
consumers combat heterodominant policing through fan-produced narratives. Online fan
communities diminish the traditional strictures of public discourse, creating new narrative spaces
where the reader has a say in how they are represented. Slash fiction reconstructs popular
narratives to highlight character relationships that either do not exist in the original text, are
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hinted at but never come to fruition, or are inadequately represented— for this reason, the queer
community has adopted slash fiction to create representation where mass media has left a glaring
chasm.
I argue these consumer-generated productions constitute cultural glitch art; the theoretical
concept glitch best describes the break in the sociopolitical systems of oppression. Glitch theory,
a school of digital humanities (DH) criticism that derived from sound studies, arose in DH due to
the 21st-century age of technology and communication. The word “glitch” has traditionally been
synonymous with a hiccup or break in the expected function of a machine. Digital humanities
expand the technological definition of the glitch to include breaks in rhetorical systems of social
discourse. Cultural glitches highlight the faults in perceived "reality"—humans' tendency to
accept socially constructed "truths" as absolute facts. For example, the conventional assumption
that all characters in a book are white and straight until the author explicitly states that they are
not. No rule says this is the case and visual media representations of these characters depicted
any other way would break that notion: the glitch is presented when a white-heterocentric
perceived reality is questioned by alternative readings of a text. Take, for example, the racial and
queer controversies surrounding the Harry Potter book series: Rowling never said in the original
series that Albus Dumbledore was straight or that Hermione Granger was white, but popular
renderings of these characters that came well after the series was finished caused an uproar
among fans. Alternative imaginings of these characters highlighted a systemic issue —a socially
constructed reality —a cultural system of oppression.
Advancement in technology allows systemic breaks to be captured, criticized, and
manipulated by active consumers. If you can capture the break in the system and present it to the
public, it becomes harder to ignore the flaws in the system. If fan communities capture all of the
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homoromantic moments between two characters who are assumed to be straight, the queer
reading is harder to deny. Queerbaiting represents the cultural glitch in homoromantic narratives
that present as heterocentric. A cultural glitch manifests when baiting producers attempt to
covertly solicit the queer viewers and expect no pushback from the baited community. The glitch
is emphasized when those same viewers capture the solicitous materials and enter them into
public discourse as explicitly queer. Queerbaiting tactics from the original text are captured and
manipulated by fan producers; they present their erasure to a cynical heterocentric audience by
acknowledging homoromantic connections that are traditionally ignored. Constructing new queer
narratives washes away the pretense that textual subjects should be assumed straight. The fan
producer disrupts heterocentric systems of oppression by providing textual evidence from the
original narrative that proves the queer is written into the original text. Slash fiction highlights
the queerness of texts that pass as heteronormative narratives and establishes an always already
present queer rhetoric.
Through an analysis of queer moments in Rizzoli & Isles (TNT), I label the queerbaiting
tactics of mainstream producers as a cultural glitch in the heterocentric narrative. I argue queer
fan-produced narratives are glitch art because they use those narrative glitches to construct new
homoromantic works. Additionally, these fan-produced texts highlight the exclusion of queer
stories in a variety of mainstream American television narratives. Lastly, I will address the
transactional relationship in the fan-based system of production and query the implications of a
new closed system that excludes a diverse range of queer readers. Cisgender white queer
individuals dominate Rizzoli & Isles fan spaces; what new problems does that cause for divergent
slash fiction producers and consumers? Through this analysis, I hope to open inquiry into the
imaginative futures of a fan-based model of self-represented queer narratives.
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Queer Shipping and Rizzoli & Isles
Many queer fan communities are formed in response to the lack of representative, selfreported, and/or reflective queer narratives in mainstream media. Queer shippers—fans of the
queer coupling of textually explicit heteronormative characters—reimagine the lives and loves of
their favorite texts to fill a void in popular representation. Technological advancements in
communication have solidified fan communities online; social media has launched fandoms into
popular culture turning queer slash fandoms into household portmanteaus—Drarry (Draco
Malfoy and Harry Potter, Harry Potter), Johnlock (John Watson and Sherlock Holmes, Sherlock
Holmes), Destiel (Dean and Castiel, Supernatural), and Rizzles (Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles,
Rizzoli & Isles). The popularity and proliferation of fan-produced narratives bring the
heterocentric narrative glitch to a wider audience, exposing queerbaiting tactics to more viewers.
The "shipper" creates their narrative built on the backs of a policed heteronormative narrative,
distorting the socially constructed "reality" through self-representation.
Although it presents as a heteronormative narrative, TNT’s crime drama Rizzoli & Isles is
well-known for its predominantly lesbian fanbase. Originally adapted from a series of detective
novels by Tess Gerritsen, the television series took on an entirely new tone that centered around
the lives and relationships of the two titular characters, Boston Homicide Detective Jane Rizzoli
and Chief Medical Examiner, Doctor Maura Isles. The television drama was admittedly
transfigured to create personable and relatable characters that would attract empathetic viewers.
Show creator and co-writer Janet Tamaro's goal was to demonstrate the bond between the two
women as they faced the harsh and violent realities of their work lives. She accomplishes this by
tying the two heterosexual protagonists together in a homosocial relationship. Tamaro
succeeded; the seven-season hit series has the highest viewership in network history to this day.
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The problem— the homosocial undertones of the show bordered on homosexual, Rizzoli & Isles
played with the line between best friend and lover consistently through its seven-year run. When
the question inevitably arose, "are they comrades or are they queer?", the network denied the
show's obvious queerness and chose instead, making light of the queer viewers' cry for explicit
representation. Showrunners and cast members took interviews, laughing off viewers' queer
interpretation of Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles's relationship; however, fan-producers combatted
this negative commentary with mountains of slash content, immortalizing the implicit queer
moments (glitches) present in the 'straight' narrative.
The Queer Glitch
The term “glitch” represents a negatively connotated break in the expected process of an
established system; however, glitch theorists hope to assuage a more positive connotation that
opens the system to a range of uses beyond the producer’s original vision. Foundational glitch
theorist Rosa Menkman defines the glitch as “an actual and/or simulated break from an expected
or conventional flow of information or meaning within (digital) communication systems that
results in a perceived accident or error” (The Glitch Moment(um) 9). In both sound studies and
digital humanities, the glitch is captured to signify breaks in technological systems, such as
feedback from a radio transmission, broken pixels in a digital image, or unformatted lines of
code in a computer user interface. The glitch breaks the perception that technology is flawless,
that manmade systems flow autonomously without the "fingerprints" of a human creator. Glitch
theorists such as Menkman contend that all systems are corrupted because they are manmade. In
fact, Menkman addresses the technological era's (software) upgrade culture in the first tenet of
her "Glitch Studies Manifesto": "The dominant, continuing search for a noiseless channel has
been—and will always be—no more than a regrettable, ill-fated dogma" (Moment(um) 11). By
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contending that all systems are flawed Menkman establishes that creator (or producer) bias is
intrinsic in any system. A glitch is simply a system not working the way it was intended— a
break, a malfunction, a momentary divergence from the status quo. Because producer oversight
can cause a glitch this technological concept can be adapted to interpret cultural and social
systems. In terms of the cultural glitch, the system signifies preconceived notions of homogeneity
in society—assuming that everyone sees the world as you do, or that all people operate the same
in a given social space; a cultural glitch is a momentary incident that breaks the conventions of a
particular society’s public discourse. For example, in Rizzoli & Isles, there is a preconceived
notion that viewers accept the women as straight despite the solicitous queer narrative. The
producers intentionally suffuse a homoromantic narrative into the text to entice queer viewers to
watch; queerbaiting breaks that preconceived notion. Cultural assumptions shroud intrinsic
biases. I argue that socially the glitch occurs most frequently when dominant majority
(white/cisgender/heterocentric /male) producers construct systems embedded with unchecked
biases of their privileged perspective. The Rizzoli & Isles producers’ bias here is that they can get
away with queerbaiting without pushback from viewers. The capture of the homoromantic
moment (the glitch) by viewers breaks this ongoing presumptive system of heterocentric
oppression.
The queer glitch signifies breaks in heterocentric systems of oppression and cultural
biases that disenfranchise LGBTQ+ people. When I discuss the queer glitch in this chapter, I am
referring to glitches in heterocentric television narratives. Menkman claims that streamlined
systems “[are] as non-interfering as possible, enabling the audience to forget about the presence
of the medium (system/producer) and believe in the presence and directness of immediate
transmission” (14). Adapting Menkman’s concept to narrative transmission (encoding/decoding),
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smooth transmission would mean the plausible believability of the narrative. In the case of
Rizzoli & Isles and the heteronormative narrative that means the audience’s assumption, that the
characters are straight, goes unquestioned and that the queerbaiting is ignored in public
discourse.
Producers of queer-baited heterocentric narratives introduce homoromantic content to
solicit queer audiences but they do not expect those moments to be decoded by heteronormative
viewers, only their queer counterparts. The "system" in this context is the public perception that
narratives are heteronormative unless the queerness is explicitly stated. The "glitch" is the
solicitous homoromantic moment depicted in the show—capturable instances that stack up to
prove queer reading of a show is valid. Producers have used queer connotation to attract
LGBTQ+ viewers for decades—this is a system of oppression that distorts queer narrative space
in mainstream television. When queerness in a narrative is connotative, the heterocentric viewer
can discount the queer moment and claim divergent queer readings are false—the characters are
straight and there is no other way to read them. When the producer introduces overt queer
connotation the queer reading becomes harder to ignore. In other words, if a heterocentric show
producer intentionally solicits queer viewers, then the glitch occurs when homoromantic
moments disrupt public perception that the show is heteronormative. The glitch gives the
divergent reader license to recode the message in their image, this is how slash production and
the glitch meet: every heteronormative production is analyzed for underlying queer networks, the
queer moments are extracted, and recompiled into new queer narratives.
Baiting and Glitch
Queerbaiting has been a common practice of heteronormative textual producers in the
past several decades, those aware of a changing cultural landscape. Producers are socially
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unmotivated to include queer narratives explicitly but financially motivated to cater to the needs
of the disenfranchised. Judith Fathallah, in her article “Moriarty’s Ghost: Or the Queer
Disruption of the BBC’s Sherlock,” defines queerbaiting as:
a strategy by which writers and networks attempt to gain the attention of queer viewers
via hints, jokes, gestures, and symbolism suggesting a queer relationship between two
characters, and then emphatically denying and laughing off the possibility. Denial and
mockery reinstate a heteronormative narrative that poses no danger of offending
mainstream viewers at the expense of queer eyes. (491)
Unchecked solicitation to the queer community perpetuates a yearning in the viewers that is
never resolved because the producer fears retribution from the heterocentric majority
demographic. When queerbaiting results in alternative fan production (queer narratives) similar
microaggressions diminish the legitimacy of queer readings of heteronormative texts. Privileged
(heteronormative) opposition believes that slash fiction is a feeble attempt to pervert the canon.
Those who denounce fan-production as literature fail to see the revelatory practices of unifying
underlying homoromantic themes in compulsory heteronormative presenting narratives. They do
not recognize the damaging consequences of baiting a queer audience.
Queerbaiting in the presence of LGBTQ readers glitches the heterocentric system of
oppression and subordination; fan producers then transform public discourse when they
proliferate new queer narratives from the subtext. In his article "Queerbaiting: The 'Playful'
Possibilities of Homoeroticism," Brennan suggests that the term "-baiting" is too connotatively
pejorative considering queerbaiting television narratives manifest the queer imaginary that fuels
fan communities. He asserts that queer readers should see beyond "representational harm" and
consider the plausible queer space made relevant by homoerotic/homosocial subtext (186).
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Brennan views the queerbait narrative as a jumping-off point for queer community to construct
fan-produced queer text; I however argue that fan communities are fairly isolated pockets of
revolt against systemic oppressors with megaphones. Brennan does not tackle the discourse
surrounding the queer fan community when he labels queer-"baiting" as productive. It is true,
queerbaiting opens a window, but think of the stigma proliferated by the derision of slash
fandom communities. I acknowledge that we would not be here—discussing the potential of
slash fandom—without the baiter, however, there are broader repercussions to a 'baiting' popular
media culture.
Mainstream narrative voice still holds authority over cultural production; the danger of
silencing or trivializing queer expression in mainstream narratives is best established by theorist
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick in Epistemology of the Closet. If we accept the queerbaiting moments in
popular narratives as glitches of the heterodominant system, fan productions become glitch art.
Queerbaiting culture is reminiscent of the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” culture in which it was bred.
Sedgwick argues a “culture of silence” sets a false precedent that categorically diminishes the
“issue of active importance primarily for a [presumed] small, distinct, relatively fixed
homosexual minority” (1). Although many slash fandoms have gained traction in popular media,
a culture of silence still allows the heteronormative majority to ignore or throw away queer
readings as illegitimate, subordinate, and/or periphery. Slash bashing is a pejorative system of
oppression— a microaggression by heterocentric outsiders who deny the legitimacy of queer
readings. Fandoms combat mainstream depictions of being outlier communities worthy of
derision; they are open to popularly dismissive rhetoric.
As Brennan argues, the playful imaginary is clipped from the heteronormative narrative
and repurposed; fan production absorbs the glitch and gives agency to the disenfranchised. Queer
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breaks in the heteronormative narrative leak through and open discourse to disrupt the status quo.
Popular cultural discourse maintains the status quo; disruptions in the discourse and in
technology are considered glitches— or undesirable. In her article “Digital Dualism and the
Glitch Feminism Manifesto,” Legacy Russell suggests glitch feminism (as a theoretical lens)
unravels the negative connotations of the term glitch. Russell asserts "This glitch I speak of here
calls for a breaking from the hegemony of a "structured system" infused with the pomp and
circumstance of patriarchy, one that for all too long has marginalized female-identified bodies
and continues to offend our sensibilities by giving us only a piece of the pie and assuming our
satisfaction" (Russell). Glitch art subverts the negative connotation of the glitch by opening
closed-circuit narrative systems to the imaginations of all users. New media formats aim to mend
the bridge between a socially produced erasure of queer existence by disrupting the rhetorical
narrative through self-expression. Slash fiction is repaired public discourse, it includes queer
people who traditionally are pushed to the periphery of public perception.
As previously discussed in Chapter Two, socially constructed “realities” are manifested
through narrative—people of color, the culturally and/or ethnically diverse, individuals with low
socioeconomic status, women, and queer-identified individuals all face erasure/misrepresentation
in public discourse. The term “glitch” is connotatively negative but intentional glitch art, such as
fan production, uses the glitch to resolve social exclusion. Russell argues that the glitch produces
agency: “A Glitch Feminist acknowledges the value of visuality, and the revolutionary role that
digital practice has in expanding the construction, deconstruction, and re-presentation of the
female-identifying corpus” (Russell). Russell establishes the glitch as a rhetorical narrative
device; I draw a parallel in operation for the queer imaginary. Oppressive narrative systems deny
the presence of divergent individuals in shared spaces; narratives written by and for the dominant
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majority ignore divergent consumer demographics; fan production brings this system of erasure
to others’ attention.
Russell explains the playful possibilities of manipulating the glitch as a “choose-yourown-adventure” narrative; building on Russell’s argument, I argue that slash fiction demonstrates
the positive outcome of transforming a glitched narrative. Referencing video glitches, Russell
posits that the still frame when a video freezes is frustrating initially, but that this momentary
lapse could result in a more positive conclusion. She asserts that the pause allows the reader to
use their imagination and come to their resolution ("Digital Dualism"). The "choose-our-ownadventure" narrative that Russell endorses is an inclusive mold that incorporates new narratives
and attributes a positive conclusion of the reader's design. The fan producer manifests an
inclusive text by cutting the divergent moments from the heteronormative text, filling gaps in
connotatively queer narratives, and revising the rhetorical narrative to include the always already
present consumer. Building on established dominant narratives illustrates all the ways in which
the divergent body has been erased from heterocentric narrative spaces.
The Bait
The popularity of TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles—which garnered nearly nine million viewers
weekly, a record-breaking number for the network (Hochman)—can be attributed to the
queerbait-and-switch narrative purported by the screenplay, actor performances, and commercial
(auxiliary) paratexts that draw viewers in. Rizzoli & Isles’ consistent cultural glitch of suggestive
homoromanticism indicates that the queer relationship is integral to the storyline; however, queer
viewers do not mutually benefit from the quasi-queer narrative. The prevalence of homoromantic
advertisement indicates that majority viewership hinges on unfulfilled desire. Lesbian viewers
waiting for their needs to be met feed the ratings and therefore profit margins for the producer.
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The primary queer viewer interest can be verified by simply typing in “Rizzoli & Isles” into a
Google search bar and reading the suggested searches that generate. The viewer searching online
for queer content will quickly find promotional photoshoots where Jane and Maura are either
embracing one another or cuffed together. They will find interviews where the actors are asked
about their on-screen chemistry or flat out if the characters’ relationship is more than friendly.
The queer glitch is persistent in Rizzoli & Isles, queer moments are intentionally scattered
throughout the text and later addressed in promotional interviews. All of this overt queerness is
reflected in fan works, the heterocentric skew of public perception is countered by blatant
solicitation. The high volume of queer-themed inquiry indicates the prevalence of the queer
glitch in this heterocentric narrative.
The homoromantic glitch in the Rizzoli & Isles is intentionally prevalent; I use overt
examples of queerness from season one to argue highlight the producers’ intent. The first episode
establishes the homoromantic relationship between Jane and Maura through intimate sidebars, an
intimate sleepover, and a conversation that explicitly questions the romantic nature of their
intended dynamic. In the pilot episode, Jane spends the night in Maura's guest room; Doctor Isles
gets into the guest bed and scoots as close as possible to the detective. Jane's response is to
explicitly ask Maura, "Are we having a sleepover, or is this your way of telling me you're
attracted to me?" (“See One…”). The question will they, won’t they? Hangs over audiences
throughout the series; the glitch presents itself immediately, forcing viewers to question the
theme of the narrative when Maura chooses not to answer Jane's straightforward question. I
argue this queer solicitation is intentional because moments like these keep critical audiences
from labeling the narrative as purely heterocentric.
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Another clearly solicitous moment in the narrative itself is episode seven of season one in
it its entirety; this episode removed the connotation from the queer in its entirety and openly
divulged in heterocentric queer byplay. The consequences of the overt queerness in this episode
are reflected in a great deal of the fan works that, again, constitute glitch art—or compilation and
reconstruction of the queer moment in heterocentric narratives. In episode seven of season one,
for example, titled "I Kissed a Girl," Jane and Maura verbally consider their sexual preferences
and gender roles, posing the question, what if we were lesbians:
MAURA. I wonder what kind of women we would like, if we liked women.
JANE. What? Well um, first of all, I would be the guy.
MAURA. That’s a cliché. Why would you be the guy?
JANE. Because.
ISLES. Because you’re bossy?
JANE. So are you.
MAURA. No, I’m not.
RIZZOLI. Yes, yes you are, you’re just soft and polite when you’re bossing people
around.
ISLES. Well, it’s a good thing you’re not my type.
RIZZOLI. What do you mean I’m not your type? That is so rude.
ISLES. [laughs] Well, you don’t know how to relax, and you wear your shoes and your
clothes to bed, and you just admitted that you’re bossy.
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Queer fans have produced, reproduced, and speculated this scene in slash fiction to the extent
that the gender play in "I Kissed a Girl" has been immortalized. A majority of slash fiction in this
fandom plays with the dynamic between the titular characters constructed in this scene. This
conversation takes place as Maura scoots closer to Jane in a full-sized—for the second time in a
season. Their bodies are aligned so that their sides touch from shoulder to toe. Still, Maura turns
her head to face Jane, the viewer must assume her warm breath can be felt against the cheek of
Detective Rizzoli. The conversation takes place only six weeks after Jane asked if Maura was
romantically interested in her in the previous sleepover scene.
The queer viewer, starved for media representation, would
assume this is a less than subtle follow-up to Jane's question.
The queer bait seeker certainly would connect these two
moments. I argue that this homoromantically charged plotline
is dispersed solely for the benefit of the queer viewer. Even
the episode title "I Kissed a Girl" is a reference to a
heterocentric queer narrative; the title references the popular Katy Perry song by the same title
detailing the experience of a heterosexual-identified female protagonist experimenting with
another woman (and liking it). The dialogue, stage direction, episode advertisement (title) all
point to lesbian viewership solicitation. The cultural glitch revealed in this scene is the
knowledge the reader has that this storyline and all the other queer moments explicitly written
into the text were generated before any transactional relationship between the author and the
active reader. Frequent undercurrents of lesbian rhetoric of this caliber cannot be logically
discredited as unintentional solicitation.
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The picture shown in Figure 2 perfectly exemplifies the viewers’ ability to capture the
queer glitch in scenes like these, and the fan-producers’ ability to combine the incidents to tell a
new story. Figure 2 depicts three separate instances of Jane and Maura sharing a bed after a long
day’s work. The image itself was uploaded by a self-identified queer shipper from the “Rizzles”
fan community, Eire Boaland. The image both demonstrates the on-screen closeness (as two of
the compiled images are still frames of the scenes I discussed above) and exemplifies viewers’
ability to capture and highlight the producers’ glitch for what it is: a presumption that queer
solicitation in a heterocentric narrative will only capture the divergent viewer’s attention. The
Pinterest user sarcastically titled the compilation “Yea, That’s Heterosexuality if I’ve Ever Seen
It” and posted it to his personal account (Boaland). Fan producers like Boaland call mainstream
media viewers’ attention to the discrepancies between the explicit and implied relationship of
Tamaro’s Rizzoli & Isles; many of the fan works referenced in interviews are in explicit
conversation with the showrunners’ denial of the nature of the characters’ relationship. The
producers’ appeal to the queer audience in Rizzoli & Isles without true representation—the
glitch—becomes the cultural harbinger of revision, through fan production.
The consumer gets fed empty promises through constant suggestion and is treated as
supplementary to a fandom and a viewership that they themselves fuel. The show production
team and cast are aware of the high concentration of queer viewership, yet they deny the queer
reading despite the mounds of glitch evidence. Tamaro states explicitly in an interview, “The
lesbian theory endlessly amuses me, and it amuses the cast... Rizzoli and Isles have been
heterosexual from the first episode, though there is no way I would want to interfere with my
viewers' fantasy lives” (Tamaro qtd in Hochman). Tamaro's comment exemplifies the system at
play: if she denies the show's obvious queerness then heterocentric viewers can continue to
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oppose alternative readings of the narrative. In two separate segments of the popular Conan
O’Brian show (CONAN), O'Brian hosts Sasha Alexander and Angie Harmon; in each segment,
he focuses on queer fan art and fan theories. A sample of the conversation between O'Brian and
Sasha Alexander, the actress who portrays Doctor Isles:
CONAN. There’s actually speculation that your characters, and fans have brought this
up, they make fan art—and we talked earlier in the show about fans that make art—the
fans are convinced that you and Angie—they like to create situations where you two are
lovers.
ALEXANDER. Yeah… [laughter]. But you know what, listen we have chemistry we
look like very—I think it’s just the two of us. We look very different and so for whatever
reason, women who are straight respond to us; they like our characters, and then women
who are gay, and men, whatever, they sort of look at it in a sexual way.
CONAN. Well, here’s some of the fan art, we’ve got three pictures [shows three pieces of
fan art]
ALEXANDER. I was going to say that they are thinking of calling our show, season four,
Rizzoli “On” Isles.
CONAN. Nice.
ALEXANDER. Would that work?
CONAN. I’ll watch every episode, frame by frame.
Acknowledgment of the fan community here works dually to solicit more queer viewers and
alienate them: for the fan community already established the constant pandering manifests
dissonance. Despite the clear shift of the narrative—what has been emphasized as central to the
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key fanbase—showrunners and cast continue to deny the overarching queer narrative. They
choose instead to laugh away the queer reading of the show and hide behind the heterocentric
systems that empower queerbaiting rhetoric. O’Brian and Alexander’s derisive discussion
maintains the status quo by undermining the validity of the queer narrative. They are laughing at
this "misunderstanding" of the text and situating lesbian sexuality as a pleasure center for
cisgender heterosexual men—a well-documented exploitative tradition in mainstream media.
The heteronormative context demonstrates the cultural glitch as a sociopolitical adherence to
compulsory heterosexuality in popular discourses. It is important to remember that fan
production is a response to the queer reading being discredited in social spaces such as these.
Paratexts (promotional texts) for TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles, like the Conan interview, are
complicit in the commercialization of Jane and Maura’s homoromantic relationship. Interviews,
commercials, and ads all publicize the ambiguous nature of their on-screen chemistry. Rizzoli &
Isles paratext is responsible for reeling in a large queer fanbase— the original bait that brings
queer readers to the table. Eve Ng refers to official supplementary texts that are generated to
promote the primary text as paratext, a concept borrowed from Gerard Genette—which he
defines as threshold texts that preface the narrative (Paratexts 2). In “Between Text, Paratext,
and Context,” Ng discusses the use of paratexts to queer bait audiences into watching televisions
shows, specifically in TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles and CW’s The 100 (1). Ng asserts that paratexts
contextualize queer baiting into mainstream media discourse, highlighting the concrete realness
of queer readings of heteronormative narratives (5). Rizzoli & Isles’ paratext is notorious among
queer fans who, to answer their burning questions concerning the fate of their favorite pair, scour
the internet and consume the available content for concrete evidence of their suspicions. The
queer readers' response to solicitation and denial manifested a community of disenfranchised
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viewers with the ammunition to build their own narrative around the plethora of discounted
queer narrative scraps.
Slash Fiction as Glitch Art
In “Digital Dualism and the Glitch Feminism Manifesto,” Russell exemplifies the glitch
in terms of a sexual climax. She paints a picture of a woman sitting in front of a computer screen
watching porn and suddenly the screen freezes (“Digital Dualism”). Does the moment end or
does the viewer get creative? The need for release during the sex act gives a vivid picture of the
neglected viewers’ state of mind. Like Russell's subject, the queer viewer wants an ending; they
want the protagonists' queerness to be recognized and their interpretation to be validated. The
desire for completion of the queer narrative is a physical and emotional need for release. Lesbian
audiences of TNT’s Rizzoli & Isles watched and waited, episode after episode, season after
season, for Jane and Maura to legitimize their homoromantic relationship. All rising action
without a climax left viewers unsatisfied and disillusioned with Hollywood politics. Denying the
fanbase satisfactory closure opens the door to interpretation so that the reader may find their
release to the constantly building tensions. Slash fandom is the result of viewers’ mounting
frustration with the clipped narrative.
The fanbase’s need to acknowledge that they were being pandered to produced hundreds
of thousands of queer narratives based on Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles. The glitch resulted in the
formation of a large and active fan community that continues to produce works of art and
literature years after the TNT series ended. Denouncing Tamaro’s queerbaiting tactics and
mainstream media censorship, the lesbian fan community has either partially or entirely removed
the original narrative genre. Rizzles fan works operate as cultural glitch art by adapting the queer
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slips from the show to create visual media and literature accentuating the homoerotic relationship
between the titular characters that the producer wishes to remain unverifiable.
Glitch art is protest art; it antagonizes the message that we all live in the same world, that
humans are conveyor belt copies of one image. Without pushback from readers, the producer of
a heteronormative narrative can assume no liability for their own bias that is written into the
narrative. Revealing homosocial and homoromantic plots and characterizations in a
heteronormative text opens the popular discourse to interpretation and revision by the active
reader. Rizzoli & Isles “glitch art” is the fan-produced queer images and stories that capture
homoromantic show content and reassemble it to provide consumers with a new homocentric
narrative. The new narrative both builds an inclusive system and consequently opens the original
narrative to criticism—questioning heterocentric readings with composite evidence of the
underlying queer narrative. In other words, each new piece of evidence collected from the
original narrative that points to queer viewer solicitation further validates accusations of
queerbaiting in mainstream narratives.
By generating fan-produced narratives, the queer community builds worlds where they
see themselves as a constant presence, an always already. Slash fiction in the Rizzles fandoms
crosses genre boundaries and base narrative; each story works to meet the needs of the consumer
by telling stories in a plethora of story arcs, which fill the representational needs of the queer
audience. Rizzles slash fiction comes in many forms—from text canon stories that follow the
detective narrative to other genres such as short story coming out dramas, explorative coming-toterms tales, erotica, novel-length coming-of-age stories, fantasy and sci-fi fictions, romance,
thrillers, and more. Through fan production, queer protagonists are living out the same fictional
and fantastic tales they have been denied in popular narratives for centuries, narratives such as
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the action-packed fantasy Suspension of Disbelief by Fanfiction.net user AngieB628. In
Suspension of Disbelief, readers meet a dark and supernaturally gifted Detective Jane Rizzoli
who seduces and enthralls an unsuspecting Doctor Maura Isles; the novel follows the
romantically bonded pair of protagonists as they evade the authorities who would like nothing
more than to dissect Rizzoli and find out what makes her tick. Desire is apparent in a wide
variety of narratives produced— the desire of readers to see themselves reflected in all genres of
narrative. Through self-representation, fan-production repairs both the glitch and the lack of
representation; the result is that lesbian narratives become a part of the mainstream, rather than
the minority fringe groups that popular media prefers to depict. Heteronormative cisgender white
individuals can turn on the television and find a character with which they can empathize on
almost every channel. They can imagine themselves filling leading roles because these roles have
predominantly been filled by them in almost every book, every show, every movie. The
divergent individual has a handful of roles to play. If there is any representation at all, they are
side characters: the gay best friend, the side character’s parent, a two-episode arc, or, relegated to
one late-night show—a made-for-queer narrative that is just as alienating from the mainstream,
the normalized. Spaces that can be found in fan fiction forums allow the missing narrative to be
accessed and fulfills the desires for full-spectrum representation that haunt divergent readers.
Fan production also ensures that queer issues are addressed; representation means that
queer individuals can envision the problems that they face in the real world through the safety of
stories. Through narrative, the queer individual can process issues such as homophobia, comingout, family life, interpersonal relationships, working relationships, religion, public derision and
antagonization, and other issues that arise because of personal divergence from the normative.
The relationship and struggles written in Fanfiction.net user GypsyHope's text Wonderful
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Unknown is a prime example of queer-specific conflict played out in narrative. In Wonderful
Unknown, the reader follows high school jock Jane and her nerdy girlfriend Maura as they lean
on each other for support while coming to terms with their sexuality and coming out to their
families. Storytelling is a therapeutic act, finding allies and the similarly victimized between the
pages of a book; stories like Wonderful Unknown are free and accessible to those who may be
facing these issues in their own home life. They allow the reader to lean on hopeful futures in
times of strife or struggle.
Social Media and the Transformation of Authorship
Considering the Other as periphery in a social system is a violent act against divergent
users who exist in a constant state of discursive oppression; fan-produced narrative (glitch art)
establishes spaces controlled by the divergent consumer. Russell suggests as much when she
asserts that glitch constructs imaginative futures for the disenfranchised: "We want to claim for
ourselves permanent seats at the table, an empowered means of demarcating space that can be
possessed by us in entirety, a veritable "room of [our] own" that, despite the strides made via
feminist political action, has yet to truly belong to us" (Russell). Russell works to establish a
pleasure in upending the system to highlight the individual excluded. Fan production builds
community and digital communication builds queer spaces; they both distort perceptions of
homogeneity embedded in social systems.
As Russell suggests, the momentary glitch can give users the access and the tools to
construct a “room of our own” (“Digital Dualism); fan production constructs positive queer
social space where queer desires are expressed and fulfilled. Fans of the show become fans of
community-produced media; the producer-consumer relationship is transactional in near realtime which draws in active members of the fan community. Queer community in fan mediums is
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built through multiple transactions: in social media forums and on fanfiction websites,
consumers and producers interact with one another. Fan producers become or are already
consumers of fan production; they are heterocentric narrative consumers who leave the television
medium. In the fan community, they find or construct queer narratives of beloved homoromantic
characters. When new texts are published on fan sites, readers comment on new stories to convey
their desires to other producers. They promote authors they consider worthwhile, suggest new
plotlines to authors whom they have direct access to, request new narratives that perpetuate the
idiosyncrasies of a favorite author. Authors and artists respond to fan desires and interact with
their fanbase in informal settings. Prompts and requests for new stories are circulated throughout
the fandom and both producer and consumer feed off of one another.
A Not-So-New Glitch
Generating queer spaces through fan production has its advantages but stagnancy in
glitch art production problematizes these self-policed communities; the transactional relationship
manifested in these digital spaces quickly establishes a common culture among subscribers. Fan
communities manifest and proliferate new language and shorthand surrounding the narrative;
they rally around certain characterizations of the protagonists and reject the imaginings of others.
If an author strays too far from the established queer rhetoric of the fandom, the rejected text
moves so far down the fan-generated suggested reading lists that it becomes nearly inaccessible
to future consumers. In this self-policed vacuum, a certain percentage of the queer consumer
becomes the new majority, a homogenous queer ideal manifests around stagnant community
rhetoric.
Once the glitch is captured and revealed to the public, it is mimicable and can become
intentional, no longer temporary or unique—a constant concern for the glitch artist (Menkman,
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Glitch Manifesto 7). Fan-produced queer narratives are statically reproduced—consumers no
longer attempt to improve the system. The goal is to reproduce leading queer narrative results so
that the consumer may relive the moment of release they have been consistently denied. Queer
slash revision has been determined to have reached a utopic stage of inclusivity by the new
dominant queer reader. The proliferation of fan-generated media quickly absorbs the glitch and
creates a new system, "a new technology" as Menkman would refer to this now normalized queer
rhetoric. The new system however is not free of bias, it is only free of the biases that the reader
and author perceive. As the Rizzles fan community is fairly homogenous (white, middle-aged
cisgender women) this produces several issues in the new system. Due to the reparative nature of
queer fan production, cultural biases in the new narrative are ignored. As any computer user will
explain, no new system is free of glitches. Menkman asserts that “When these [glitches] become
normalized, glitch studies changes its focus or topic of study to find the current outsider of a new
technology or discourse” (Glitch Manifesto 11). Technological advancement is prefaced by
glitches, developer oversights, that have to be addressed in coming updates. Common rhetoric
among community members stops the reparative process and only ever proliferates homogenous
narratives.
I leave the following conundrum to further analysis in popular culture studies: I can
personally attest to the homogeneity of the fan artist community for Rizzoli & Isles—it is made
up predominantly of middle-aged white women who identify as lesbian. I came across this
troubling pattern while researching the fan community: established fan fiction forums and social
media communities online. This demographic holds across popular fan fiction platforms such as
Fanfiction.net and An Archive of Their Own and in the more prolific Facebook and Tumblr
communities. The demographic skew in active fan authors' and artists' narratives disrupts clear
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representation for fans of color, culturally diverse fans, those who prescribe to other gender
identities, and many other queer fan demographics that make up the LGBTQ+ Rizzoli & Isles fan
community. Race is a contentious issue in Rizzles narratives; the singular ensemble character of
color, Detective Barry Frost, is often subjected to Black stereotypes within the fandom.
Unpoliced, self-published authors maintain caricature-like crude and problematic concepts of
Black performance. Portrayed as an intelligent and integral part of the Boston Police Department
team on the show, Frost is often removed from the Rizzles narrative or portrayed as ignorant or
aggressive in fan fiction. The character is often reduced to a throwaway character who speaks
broken English or he is reduced to a racial punchline, alienating fans of color from the
community at large. Like the queer missing from the heteronormative popular narrative,
subaltern and subaltern queer individuals in the fan text are either underrepresented or
misrepresented.
Fan narratives for Rizzoli & Isles also frequently conform to heternormative gender
binaries that subject the two lesbian characters to socially constructed heterosexual coupling
dynamics—the masculine and the feminine. Jane Rizzoli is often described as the masculine
figure to a soft and supportive Maura Isles. In essence, this dynamic is a trace element of the
TNT narrative but is exacerbated in the romantic overtures of the fan rhetoric. As TNT played
with the homosocial/homosexual boundary, Tamaro perpetuated a narrative in which Jane would
play "the man" in the imagined queer narrative on the show. The "I Kissed a Girl" episode is
commonly reconstructed in Rizzles slash fiction, as it is one of the first explicitly stated queer
narratives in the TNT adaptation. The proliferation of a heteronormative queer binary is
damaging to the representation of gender non-conforming queer persons and lesbians who do not
subscribe to the binary— who may have otherwise found their likeness within the narrative.
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As a new original artifact, it is imperative that consumers do not become complacent in
the critique of fan productions; the process must begin again. The final revision must become the
first, and undergo criticisms as a new technology— embedded with all the cultural biases of the
authors who produce it. The inclusion of one minority group should not discount the next; an
array of uniquely intersectional individuals make up the queer community, adaptation must begin
again to include the Other queer into progressive queer spaces.
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